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Ferry Morse Begins Operations Here
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THE IFIRs'i l'ACKET—stondas o as a historic di.
for Futter' and Ferry-Morse Seed companv. The
firm, is edged into downtoon Detroit since IsSe
until It moved to Fulton, shipped its first
of seed from the nee. Fulton plant. Here.packet
fr

And at the luncheon for the
local area newsPaPT and radio
left, General Manager George H. t-inith, Ferry- representatives theie sat an unseen guest, who was surely as
Morse President James Pottirner and
Fulton happy
as all the guestil to know
Mayer Nelson Tripp ceremoniously hold the
first that the first
seed order left the
packaze,•whith was bound for Norfolk, Va.
plant on Morality. The late
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Garden Clubs, dedicated to beautifying Kentucky's highways and
by-ways, asked all candidates to
refrain from defacing trees, telephone poles, bridges and other
highway appurtenances by post-
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The area, he said, was composed of Kentucky, Tennessee,
Arkansas and Missouri. From
them, 40 _cities were selected for
possible plant sites. The list then
was narrowed to 10; among them
was Fulton.
"During the final stages of in-
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Mr. Lamb

said

VI ith

The plant automatically will,
bring increased employment,
more income and a stronger purchasing power, he said.
"Ai for community beautification, we believe we are in step
with the trend by building a
• Continued on Page Twelve
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TVA Still Possible For Fulton,
But A Hard Fight Is Ahead

Fulton still may have a fighting chance to be includ
result; nevertheless, it is worth
In the special proviso of the TVA. self-financing bill, ed the .attempt".
but First District Represe
ntative
as letters and long-distance calls arrived this week,
the Frink Stubblefield stated: "I
situation looked like a tough one for Fulton and perha
agree
that
excludi
ng Fulton from
ps
even a tough job for South Fulton to maintain its favor- TVA Power is distcriminatory. I
ROBERT LAMB
th his able consid
will
continue my efforts to make
eration.
white Centennial beard, his derby 1
Fulton eligible for TVA power
Following the startling announcement received
hat. Kentuck% Colonel tie and i
here by amendment when bill reaches
cane, could he mistaken easily last Wednesday
morning that the TVA bill had been House floor and when bill is confor a Civil War Day southern
sidered in Senate",
plantation ow ner, instead of the ' amended to restrict power coverage to those communi- that an "all-out effort concluding
by all TVA
ties
now
retired rural mail-carrier that he
having it, with a special proviso added that supporters will be needed
to offis. Mr. Lamb retired from the a certain few commu
nities who had &lade application set anti-TVA forces".
mail service on April 30, 195f1
Representative John C. Watts
after 311 years of service with the for TVA power I including South Fulton) will be allowed
wrote that "there was substantial
to go ahead and get TVA, Mayor Tripp fired a barrag moveme
post office department.
nt afoot to confine service
e
Mr. Lamb's beard 'a as five of telegrams to Kentucky's entire Washi
to existing service areas, and in
ngton
delega
• eeks old uhen this picture was ticin, and severa
l from Tennessee, protesting the ommis- order to gain something rather
taken. He "3 • that everyone tells I
than loge all, the supporters of
sion
of
Fultor
t4,orn the proviso on the grounds that it area
him that he looks like someone
extension felt that they
different. "I carry the cane, just would put the community in a very
take what they could
unfavorable eco- ought
in case anyone says I look like , nomic positi
get. and this was the result".
on.
• %1.10. ."
i3 ugh.

THIS SAMPLE of disregard for
promises and the law is one of
dorens noted this week around
Put chase. Campaign poster and
four stickers are on telephone
pole on Middle Itoad.

Stephen Beale, president of the
Ferry-Morse Seed Company when
the firm first made the decision
to locate here, was there in spirit
and his memory was praised by
all who had the pleasure to meet
him in the early negotiations.

Ito
.Single Copy, 10c

7: am. "The Live Wire"
Also
am, 1: pm, 5: pen
Bulletins at any time

Campaign workers for Harry Lee Waterfield plaster- Volume Twenty-Eight
ed _telephone Poles, trees, biidges, and culverts with
campaign posters and stickers this week in violation
of
three Kentucky-statutes, while at the same time
added
another broken promise to their growing record
.
Three Kentucky statutes specificaly make it unlaw
ful to injure public property or rights-df,way or
to deface or alter or damage any guide-board, milest
one,
milepost, or telephone post.
While violating at least three Kentucky laws ( KRS433.430, KRS433.750, and KRS433.7601, Mr. Water
field's headquarters chalk up another broken promis
e,
this titne to the Garden Clubs of Kentucky. Inc
Early in the campai

BETTER

•

Stephen

which vestigation we met with many
Great friendships from little seeds grow.
winds around the new million- city official
s, civic organizations
dollar plant will enshrine the and busines
That was the bountiful harvest that was predic
smen, Southern hosted memory of this sincere man,
who pitality never shone more brilat a press and radio luncheon on Tuesday at
helped
to
bring
a new climate liantly. But now, as the towns
the ParkTerrace Restaurant, with the Ferry-Morse
of hope and progress to the Ful- and cities navowe
Seed Com- ton
d down, the
area,
pany as host.
task to select one became more
"No one in the Ferry-Morse difficult. In
utmost fairnes to
And the man whepredicted the "bumper
crop" of organization with a blindfold on all the communities thorougs hly
new friends, was the man who helped sow the
stepped up to a map of the United investigated,
we should explain
seed near- States, put his finger
down, and that the factors
ly a year ago.
singled out Fulton, Ky.,"- said most • interes in which we were
ted were weighe
Jim Pottinger, and he asks that you call him
"Jim") James Pottinger, president of carefully against what the par-d
president of Ferry-Morse Seed Company,
Ferry-Morse in speaking of ticular commun
was at the their decision to
ity could ,offer.
move to Fulton,
luncheon Monctay: MS words of praise for the
proved to be that city
friend- at a gathering marking the be-. Fulton
most nearly meeting all those
liness of the people of Fulton, for the enthusiastic
ef- ginning of Fulton production.
reciuirements."
forts of business and professional people of the
city and "We don't do things on that Mr. Pottinger, who took over
for the future growth of the area, was as welco
basis," he said. "We knew that as president of
the company after
me as we
wanted to be in the center of Stephen Beale
the flowers that come in the spring from the
died of a heart "tbillions the national market, and that this tack,
kaid he thought the whole
of -seeds to be packaged here for the more than
.100- would be some place in a four- area "would gain hr-several imyear-old company.
state area."
portant respects."

a

Representative Eugene Shier in own cities. Montice
llo, was left
his reply that also one of my out of the
bill by the Committee
. I would suggest that your
congressman (Frank Stubblefield)
introduce an amendment on the
floor of the House whei the bill
comes up for final actioni I expect
to do the same for Monticello.
This procedure is very' difficult,
almost impossible for successful

Watts continued, "I don't know
what the floor situation is going
to be, but I do know it is going
to be a very controversial matter,
and it is the consensus of thought
of those who favor area extension
that it going to be difficult to
retain what they, have achieved
in Committee. It may be that
the Senate will be a little more
sympathetic, and in the event it
is impossible to secure amendatory action in the House, maybe
It can be hooked on over there
and resolved in conference".
Congressman Frank Chelf stated that "it is my information that
this legislation will not be considered on the House floor until after
the Easter recess ... I shall keep
your views in mind when the
bill comes up for action".
Tennessee's 8th District Con-

gressman Robert A. (Fats)
Everett, in his reply stated "nobody had rather see Fulton and
Hickman get TVA electricity than
I . . . our farm at Jordan is receiving power from Kentucky
Utilities, so you see I have a personal interest in this matter.
Everett continued: "Your Congressman, Frank Stubblefield is
doing a fine job, but this is a case
where the Republicans and the
power companies have certainly
got us in a vise".
City officials base their conContinued on Page Seven

Baptists Of City
Join For Revival
"New Life for You" is the resounding theme of the Great
Evangelistic Crusade the Baptist
churches of Fulton and South
Fulton will embark on beginning
Easter Sunday.
Local Baptists are co-operating
with 19 million others in 75,000
churches in seven different convention groups. It is the first part

Confucius was a Chinese philosopher who hved some 500
years Before Christ. He was
known as the "King of Master
Sage" of China, the founder of a
"religion" and a family which
ing campaign placards.
have endured to the present.
Bert Combs, a candidate for
Some several years ago a "fad"
of Confucianisms swept the Governor and also Mr. Watercountry with various amusing field's opponent and
Wilson
Some 500 landowners from in under Public Law 566
which
realisrns. For instance one of them Wyatt, a candidate for Lt. Gov- counties of Hickman, Carlisle and provides federal
financial assistwas: "Man who live on hillside ernor, promised the Garden Clubs Graves met at the Shiloh Com- ance to landown
ers for doing
that,in agreement with the other munity Center Monday night
can't be on the level." •,
to flood control and stream channel
Today it appears that facetious candidates they would not post protest against being included in clearance work.
It became a WCD
philisophies a in Confucius are campaign placards on tree and the Obion Creek Watershed Con- district in
At a meeting of the Obion
June, 1956. Work on it
cropping up, again only the spell- telephone poles, etc.
servancy District,
has progressed to the point of County School Board Tuesday afMr. Waterfield replied to the
ing is a little different . . . the
ternoon it was decided to build
The landowners told the WCD constructing the first retenti
on
modern day spelling is confusion- ladies that he would leave the attorney Harry Roberts and the structures.
the ,new South Fulton High
Fulton
County
is
also
matter
up to his campaign head- chairman of the board of direcism and the originator of this
School building on the present
in the district.
twentieth century business is one quarters._ but indicated that he tors Clayton Nunley that they
school location.
The
entire
project
could
bog
editor of the Hickman County would go along with the other considered it unfair to be taxed down if
The present high school buildenough landowners are
Gazette and one Joe Leary, et al, candidates in not posting the as part of the watershed district. now allowed
ing will be reworked, C. D. Parr,
to
exclude
be
d
from
manager of Harry Lee Water- placards.
Most indicated that when the
Superintendent of Obion County
Mrs. J. M. Pursifull is president referendum creating the legalize the watershed, a spokesman for Schools, told The News Wednes
field's gubernatorial campaign.
d the meeting indicated.
For instance if we would quote of the Garden Clubs of Kentucky, watershed district was held they
day afternoon. And either another
Inc.
"Confusionism" from the editor
building will be built nearby or
understood only lowland farmers
KRS433.750 specifies that 'any would be taxed.
Rev.- John Lana
it would read like so: "Confusion
a new addition will be added to
person
who wilfully ••• damages
say: "Man who WRITE for profit
the
The
present
Fulton
plannin
element
g
and
ary
Zonbuildin
g.
of the national movement known
Most of those attending avowed
ought to READ or lose his face." any telegraph pole belong to to petition
Architects are at work on ing Commission met Tuesday as the Baptist Jubilee
their county Soil ConAdvance,
Contrasted on Page Twelve
The editor and Joe'Leary and
plans
evening
for
buildin
the
at
the
g
City Hall and an- which ends in 1964. The Southern
now. Work
servation' District board to have
others have been working to get
of
remodel
nounced
ing the old high school
proposed zoning regul- Baptist Convention is the largest
their farm detached from the
Harry Lee elected and we assuine
building—will probably begin at ations for Highlands
RUMMAGE SALE
of the Baptist groups in America
watershed area. Such a petition
"Spud"
C.
D.
Y.dward
they are men of truth and inof
s
the
the clar— of the present school
Stephens Street, soon to be re- and the goal for new member
There will be a rummage sale must be honored with a public
s
Country Club Courts. a well- year, so'Mat it will be complet
tegrity and it is surely their in- Saturday, March 28, from 8 a. m. hearing
ed named West - Parkway, has been during 1959 has been set at 525,by the SCD board with- known resident of Fulton,
today by the time school operv in the zoned residential from behind
tention to influence voters by to 6 p. m., in the building next in 30 days,
the 000. This works out to one baptism
it was reported.
announced as a csndidate for the fall,
what they say. On the other hand to the News office. All proceeds
Derby to the Pepsi-Cola plant on for each 19 members as opposed
Obion Creels Watershed was office of Magistr
ate for the First
Continued on Page Six
meeting
At
a
of
the
the
east
go to the Fulton School Band.
board
side,
Friwith the exception to the 1957 ratio of one for each
the first in Kentucky to be voted District (the Ful'on
area), sub- day it was voted to enlarge the of property to' be
occupied by 23. More than a million converts
ject to the primary election, May Negro School at South Fulton to Sawyer's
new grocery, the Stand- are expected to join the Baptist
26.
a point where it could accommo- ard Station, and the new Air- churches, of America
through the
This office ha, been vacant date all 7-12 grade students in the lene
plant and offices, which efforts of this program of evangesince the resignation of Charlie county.
Continued on Page Seven
Continued on Page Twelve
Stephenson severil months ago,
and Mr. Edwards feels that our
section of the county should be
represented by having a Magistrate.
Mr. Edwards is (-o-owner of the
A Fulton chapter of the Business and Professional Mrs. Otis Bizzle was named Meadow
view Sub-Division here
Finance
Chairm
an.
Women's Club was organized Monday night at the Park
and is also manager of the FulPresent at the meeting, besides ton Country Club
Terrace Restaurant here. Fifty-eight women joined the the Fulton and South
Fulton
Mr. Edwards was born and
club as charter members.
women, were Mrs. Olive Stewart, reared in Fulton and is
married
week Elvis J. Stahr, Jr. dent, he is the youngest man to of
Pitt's Administrative CommitThe Fulton chapter, which chose for its official name District Director of the Kentucky to the former Miss Jane Scates. ofThis
Hickman was installed as hold the office since President
Business and Professional He has three daughters,
tee, he also participated in the
Becky, president of the University of Jerome Hall Raymon
The Fulton-South Fulton Centennial Business and Pro- lAromen's Club and Mrs.
d was in- fc -mutation of top-level policy for
M. Frankand Jane.
West Virginia, becoming the uni- augurated in 1897 at the age of
fessiOnal Women's Club, was organized by the Mayfield lin, both of Marion, Ky., and Mrs. Ginger
the entire institution.
Mr. Edwards is a member of versity's youngest chief executi
ve 32,
He went to Pittsburg after a
chapter. Mrs. Josephine Poyner, president of the May- Voyner, Dr Lucy Stam, Mrs. Nor- the First Methodist Church and in 60 years. He is the son of CirAt Pitt, where he had been a year's duty in Washington
man Cross, Mrs. Viera Pryor, Mrs. the Young Men's Business
as
Club. cuit Judge and Mrs. Elvis J. Stahr member of the staff since
field club, presided at the meeting.
July executive director of President
Howard Pittman and Mrs. Melvin lie formerly belonged to
the
Hickma
of
Mrs. Kellie Lowe, supervisor of cording-secretary; Mrs
n.
1,
1957,
Mr. Stahr was in charge Eisenhower's non-partisan ComFrank Albritton from the Mayfield Club. Lions Club.
Instruction in Hickman and LeMaster, nurse at Fulton HosMr. Stahr, 42, formerly was of the Schools of Business Ad- mittee
Those from Mayfield meeting
on Education Beyond the
Carlisle counties was named the pital, corresponding secretary; with
vice chancellor at the University ministration, Education, EngineerHigh School, and prior to that
the small group of Fulton
club's first president. Other offl- and Miss Outdo Jewell, news and
of
Pittsbu
rgh
HAVE
and
REUNI
TO
accepte
ON
d his ing. Mines, Law, Public and In- time had been law dean
South Fulton women Saturand prooars elected were: Mrs. Mildred editor of The News and WFUL, day
new position on Aug. 2 of last ternational Affairs, Retailing and vost
afternoon for the purpose of
at the University of KentucRetired railroad men-will gath- year.
Anderson, South Fulton teacher, treasurer.
Social Work, as well as the Ad- ky, his alma mater. He also holds
discussing the organization of the er at the Derby Cafe on
April 8
vice-president; Mrs. W. L. DurHe succeeds retiring President ministrative and Science Center degrees
Miss Amaline Flomra was nam- local club were Mrs. Poyner,
from Sigord and Yale
Mrs. for a luncheon, according to Jake Irvin Stewart.
bin, insurance representative, re- ed membership chairman and
and the Computation and Data Universities.
Continued on Page Twelve
Huddleston.
As the University's 14th preai- Processing Center. As a member
He was born in Hickman.

500 Landowners Protest
Being In Obion WCD

Site For New
School Decided

C. D. Edwards
Is Candidate

Local Business And Professional
Woman's Club Organized Monday

Zoning Plan Set
For Highlands

Elvis J. Stahr, Jr. Of Hickman
Installed As College President

•

A Sincere Welcome For A Fine Bunch of People!
Fulton quietly observed a milestone
this week. No horns, no sirens, no
whistles, no bells, although a terrific
din from all of them would have been
In order.

from the fact that he wants to be
known as "Jim" and wants to get on
a first-name-calling basis with everyone he can.
We of the twin-cities are jubilant,
too.
Not just because we will have
On Monday afternoon Ferry-Morse
two
hundred or more put to work;
filled its first seed order from the
not
just
because we have an old,
Sprawling new Fulton plant, and sent
honored industrial firm now in our
the package to a hardware store on
midst; not just because we will be
the east coast. This was the first of
better
advertised all over the nation;
literally millions of packages that will
not
just
because we have a millionbe sent all over the nation in years to
dollarfactory that didn't cost us
plus
come, postmarked "Fulton, Ky". It
anythi
ng
to
get; but because we are
is estimated that some 300,000 packbeing "infiltrated" with some fine,
ages a year will sent sent from Fulenergetic new families who are with
ton after the plant is in full operation
the Ferry-Morse firm.
in late Spring.
Right down to the youngest child,
Even though there was no public
we heartily welcome all of them.
celebration of the event, there was
Some of their energy, enthusiasm and
great jubilation in the heart of James
customs will "rub off" on us and we
Pottinger, Ferry-Morse President who
will be the better because of it; and
came down from Detroit for the some of our mid-Southern Kentucky
event--and who is just as pleased
living and ways will "rub-off" on
with the Fulton plant as he can be. _..them for their enjoyment, and we
Even if he hadn't stated just llata‘ bot,will benefit from the exchange.
words at a press and radio lunchi.'on
,'So welcome, Mr. Pottinger and
Monday noon, you could detect as
Ferry-Morse! We could not have exmuch from the twinkle in his eye,
pected a finer thing to have happenfrom his eagerness to be of service, ed to us.

Can We Afford To Be An Island In A TVA Sea?
For the past several years there has
been little doubt that Fulton wanted
TVA power. The matter has been
quietly discussed and argued in
offices, in restaurants, in homes . . .
wherever people congregate. We have
, heard it discussed hundreds of times.
Electric bills of Fulton and of TVAsupplied communities have been compared and drooled over; the industrial
vitality of neighboring TVA-supplied
towns has been watched and wished
for here, but no one. it seems, could
come up with the answer of _now to
go about getting our job accomplished,,.
South Fulton's bid for TVA has
been followed closely, and word that
South Fulton was excluded from the
suggested congressional "freeze" of
TVA limits was happily welcomed
here.
At the same time, the prospective
"freeze" has snapped Fulton out of
its hypnotism and made all of us
realize that we cannot afford to become an island "frozen" in a sea of
TVA-supplied neighbors. We won't
argue with Kentucky Utilities when
they say that "Cheap TVA power
won't bring industrial plants to a
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

city", but we'll argue that with TVA
our potential is improved. We'll argue
that our own residential and commercial bills will be considerably less.
We'll argue that we can't afford to
take a chance of being "frozen" out
of forever getting TVA.
In an editorial on March 15, the
Florence (Ala.) Times and the Tr Cities Daily of Muscle Schoals ( Ala.)
added this bitter comment:
"People and communities far away
should be up in arms about this
brazen attempt to cripple TVA, because if this should be accomplished,
people within its power area would
not suffer, but those in the far-away
towns would. The TVA is a yardstick
for power rates. It is a deterrent and
a rebuff to the greedy utilities who
always charge what the traffic will
bear, • everywhere they are without
competition.
"Let TVA be fenced in by a legal
wall erected by the private utilities
and their Administration henchmen
and people and industry will get higher power charges, poorer service and
their home districts will become far
less attractive to new industry."

Is Jesus Christ Really God?
By Rev. Leo Trese, author
Nearly two thousand years ago a
man was crucified on Mount Calvary
just outside the ancient city of Jerusalem: This man wasn't put to death
for committing a major crime against
the State. He was sentenced to die because he claimed to be God. As we
commemorate the death of Jesus
Christ during Holy Week, the foundation of our Christian faith stands or
falls on the answer to the question,
"Is Jesus Christ really God?"
There are any number of people
in the world today who would like to
water down the Christian faith by
taking the divinity out of it. They say
Christ was a very holy man, but not
really God.
NO ONE, however, who admits the
historical soundness of the Gospels,
can deny that Christ unmistakably
claimed to be God. There was no
doubt in the mind of Christ's persecutors as to what He meant. Over and
over again they heard Him say that
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentock
y
in 1954 .Kentucky Press Association
judging
Successor of various weekly papers in
ton, the first of which was founded in Ful1880.
Address all mall (subscriptions. change
of address. Terms
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.'ost Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentucks,
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeat•ers

Ropers Attend
Postal Conference
W. Lawson Roper, Assistant
Postmaster at Fulton and Kentucky State President of the National Association of Postal Supervisors, was selected by the Regional Office of the Post Office
Department to attend a conference of key representatives between management and management organizations consisting of
the following organizations: National Association of Postmasters,
National League of Postmasters

"I'm glad to bear you say that. We've been looking for
a young man willing to start at the bottom!"

Z1
.

over head bridge on the State
Line, moving all of the dirt in
srnall cars on a narrow track, and
pulled by mules, but I do not
have a write up or record of it.
Mrs. Abernathy has been in
Florida several weeks with a sick
sister, therefore I have not gotten to see or talk with her, but
will, as soon as she returns.
We are still having all kinds of
weather, except rain. It is mighty
dry, and we are having dust
storms and prairie fires over
thousands of acres. Regards,
Browdet,

and National Association of Postal Supervisors.
The presidents of these organizations from Kentucky, Ohio and
Indiana, will attend a two-day
conference in Cincinnati, Ohio,
March 25 and 28th, which is being held in the Regional Office of
the Post Office Department by
the Regional Director and other
postal officials.
Mr and Mrs. Roper left Monday for Cincinnati.

Anne Fall Models
In Style Show
Miss Anne Fall, student at
Christian College, is one of 10
girls who modeled in a spring
style show Monday (Marcn 16).
Sponsored by the Home Economics Club the show, "Fashions
for Spring". was held in connection wath National Home Economics Week.
Now a junior (first-year student) at,, the junior college for
women, Med-Vail is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs J. E. Fall, Jr.
309 Third, Fulton.
read the Claulftod Ads

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock—

March 31, 1939
The Fulton County Farm Bureau held a meeting at the Cayce
high school auditorium Friday
night, which was well attended
with more than 300 present. The
meeting was presided over by
Roscoe Stone, president of the
county organization, and several
prominent farm leaders participated on the program.
Charles Eckert, manager of the
Fulton Tigers for the 1939 season,
has notified K. P. Dalton, president of the Fulton Baseball
Association, that he will be here
April 10. Mr. Eckert will stop here
for a couple of days enroute to
Hot Springs where spring training starts April 12.
Jennings Kearby, 12. son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Kearby of Crutchfield, who recently won the Fulton County spelling contest, will
compete in the State Spelling Bee
to be held in Louisville, April 13,
as a feature of the Kentucky Education Association.
Mr. and Mrs. SG. 0. Overby
announce the birth of an eight
and one-half pound son, born
Monday night in the Fulton Hospital. The baby has been named
Darrol Frank.
The Supreme Woodmen Forest

Kentucky

Circle, Myrtle Grove No 11, met
in regular monthly session Tuesday night at the Masonic Hall
Twelve officers and members
were present with two new members. Miss Lax Don McClain and
Miss Edith Elece Connell, and two
visitors, Miss Elizabeth Farmer
and Mrs. Jewell Buck, both of
Dukedom.
Members of the Supreme Woodmen Forest Circle. Myrtle Grove.
No. 11, honored their district
manager, Mrs. Lois Waterfield, of
Hazel, Ky., with a delightful potluck supper Friday evening at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. McClain.
Mrs. Charles Binford was hostess to her regular .bridge club
Tuesday afternoon at her home on
Eddings-at.
Miss Lily B. Allen entertained
her bridge club - last Thursday
night at her home in Forrestdale.
Mrs. V. B. Helftird was hostess
to the Jolly Eight Sewing Club
Thursday afternoon at her home
on Eddings-at.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown Thacker,
who will leave soon to make their
home in Mt. Vernon, Ill., were
honored Friday night at the
Country Club by the employes of
Swift & Co.

Windage

He is God, that He and the Father are
By P. W.
one. He proclaimed Himself the supreme judge of the living and the
It wa.s my great pleasure to
dead and had even forgiven sin in His
make a ''Press tour" of the new
own name—which only God can do.
Perry-Morse plant Monday and
The people today who deny Christ
to see the very first package
was God involve themselves in a
weighed, sealed and shipped from
the new plant.
hopeless contradiction, because Jesus
The package. a fill-in reorder
so positively claimed to be God, that
on Ferry's spring seed, was sent
He could only be an imposter or a
to the Small Hardware Company,
lunatic if His claims were not true.
Norfolk, Virginia.
The Ferry-Morse Company will
IF CHRIST was a deceiver, He
be a huge shipp.m., sending an
could not have lived so closely under
estimated 300.000 parcels a leer
the public eye, as He did for three
from the local plant.
years, without striking a false note at
An idea of just how "tough"
some time or other. Especially if conthings are up in the coal fields
stantly surrounded by enemies lookof Eastern Kentucky may be gaining for weak spots and trying to trap
ed from the size of the delinquent
tax list of Letcher County PublishHim—as the Scribes and Pharisees
ed last week in the Whitesburg
did try to trap Jesus, again and again.
Mountain Eagle.
Indeed, when the cards were down
It occupied the space of more
than 'two full pages.
and the Jewish leaders in desperation
The entire - list or delinquents
,decided that Jesus must die, the only
for Futon County, frist publishcharge that they could bring against
ed last week, required less than
1/3 of one page.
Him was that He claimed to be God.
If not a deceiver, neither was He a
lunatic. No one suffering from mental
LETTERS TO
instability could speak the sublime
truths which Christ spoke; the FathTHE EDITORS
erhood of God, the brotherhood of
men as children of God, the forgiveTHE NEWS welcomes expressions from its readers. Such
ness of enemies, compassion for the
items must be signed but
weak and ignorant, trust in the pronrme will be onnnttted from 1
vidence of God.
publication if requested.
CHRIST'S words as well as His
Saturday Afternoon
actions attest to the perfect balance
Friend Paul,of His personality. These things prove
You "jumped the gun", and
that He is neither a fraud, nor suffersure have played the d---- on me
ing from delusions of grandeur when
now. When I sent those fifty year
He says, "I and the Father are One."
ago items, I thought they were
to be used in your 50 and 100
That leaves us with the only possible
year anniversary display this
conclusion—which His many miracles
summer.
of curing the sick and raising the dead
I was thinking very seriously
of trying to get back there for It,
to life prove—that Jesus Christ
but do not dare to now, as acme
speaks the simple truth: He is God!
of those 70 year old girls would

hay.
"Never-to-old-to-learn-something
new" Dept: Do %oil have trouble
planting tiny flower seeds? Ott
them to close? To many per foot
of the row? Here's a good, sensible
wrinkle we had never heard of
that will thin them out and make
the seed packet cover a lot of
territory:
Get yourself a cup of fine sand,
or cornmeal, and miX the seed
with it. Then as you pinch out
the mixture a bit at a time in the
row. you'll get plenty of distance
out of the handful of tiny seed,
and even then will probably plant
them to cose together, says James
Pottinger, Ferry-Wise Pre-sident
How about that. I believe I'll
plant a batch of radishes this
year just for the pleasure of trying
this out . . . and ought to get
three rows to the package. Usually takes two packages to the
row, and the darn things are so
thick they choke each other to
death.

1.1111110.1111M
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kill, or at least scalp me, for saying anything about what they
were wearing then, as well as
what they were doing.
I note that someone came up
with an item relative to the Edgewood cut off of the IC railroad,
which has happened since I left
there. I am sure that Jake Huddleston, and perhaps a few others,
could go further back and perhaps give you an interesting item
on when they double tracked the
line from Fulton to Memphis, and
as the track was torn up so,
occasionally a freight crew could
not make the run in eight hours,
and would have to "tie up" somewhere along the line between
these points.
And perhaps they might tell
you about building the Y, or line
that runs from the Mfs., line to
the Clirton line, known as the
yards. I son well remember them
making the cut and building the

Gets it hot..1..:i
!te.'ti a lot.
with an automatic ELECTRIC
Water Heater
... 2t pipr bath is
all you pay to heat
water th• •lectric
way. This is th•
average cost with
our low water
heating rate."

Yes ... the last one in gets a lot of hot
water with our new electric water heating serN ice. No waiting .. . you'll haNe
plenty of hot water for all your needs
... showers, baths, laundry, dishes-24
hours a day. Plus clean, safe, silent, automatic service ... in the best location
for convenience and economy.
Be modern—buy a fully-automatic
electric water heater with tuw, faster
recovery. See your dealer.
If your needs for hot water have outgrown your present electric heater, see
us for details on how you can get morehot water from your present electric
water heater.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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Pioneer Army
Was Ambushed
At Blue Licks

been removed the electric dehomer stops the bleeding
The next UV wall WI41 Ms. John
Ingram just down the road • way
Here we dehorned several baby
calve, with the elect,ic dele
era. I believe boy would have tiehorned one horn 'f we had enough
The Blue Licks Battlefield State calves Four or five of the fellows
Park, on US 68 between Maysville tried their hand at the wire on
and Paris, is the site of the last large: calves with much success.
battle of the American Revolution.
Here 182 pioneers engaged 500
Indians and Canadians on August
18, 1782 and were defeated.
In the spring of that year,
British Capt. William Caldwell
had collected nearly 1.000 Indians
and whites in southern Ohio and
raided the weak settlements in
the Kentucky Blue Grass. With
him was the notorious renegade,
Girty.
After his forces were reduced
somewhat by quarrels, Caldwell
struck the little outpost of Bryan
Station near Lexington. The stout
opposition of Men, women and
children inside the fort delayed
Caldwell. As volunteers gathered
to help the small stockade, Caldwelt's army lost heart and retreated toward the Ohio River.

I would like to commehd Mr.
Mal Oakley, Agriculture Instructor
and Chapter Ad vt.,ur at Wingo
High &hop for the fine Job he
.8 uoing with his boys Discipline
ei this trip wcs no problem and
I was well impressed with the
Mention the class gave without
the least provocation
we. dehorned 12 or 13 calves
before noon and would havev work-

3

i youngsters last Friday morning I
The Fulton News, Thursday, March 26, 1959, Page 3
have more faith in the future of
our agrcuiture anct our Nation
PAUSE AT GAP
ARE'S FATHER'S CABIN
Let us not be 6.0 involved with
About 1850, Henry Clay, riding
Lincoln Homestead State Park, from his home near Lexington to
the problems of wda). that we are
remiss In preparation for to- Springfield, contains replicas of speak to the mountain people,
the cabin in which Abraham halted at Cumberland Gap. Somemorrow
one asked him why he lingered.
Lincoln's father was reared and of "I am listening,"
he said, "to the
the
cabin
in
which
the
President's
read the Clasofted Ads
tread of the coming millions to
parents were married.
Kentucky."

GET BEHIND

Our Native Son

;

HARRY LEE

At Blue Licks, the reinforced
garrison from Bryan, Station
under Major Todd overtook Caldwell. Hot-headed Major Hugh McGill), spurred his horse and dared
the Kentuckians- to follow him in
an attack on the Indians and
Canadians. Outnumbered about
three to one, the Kentuckians
were ambushed and cut down,
losing 60 men in about 13 minutes. Todd and Daniel Boone's son,
Israel, were among the killed.
Boone escaped by swimming the
river.
But the invaders, although winning this battle, left Kentucky
and were later faced by George
Rogers Clark who laid . waste
many Indian villages.
Today the park covers 100 acres,
has a pioneer museum and picnic
facilities. A granite shaft records
the name of those who fell In defense of Kentucky.

Early Gamblers
Duped Greenhorns
On Riverboats

ed on more but time does catch
up with you when busy I understand the Freshman are go-no
hark to see Mr. Ingram and do
some more work later, when their
new dehorner arrive&
I am sure there are boys In the
Freshman Agriculture class that
will make this community fine
farmers and neighbors, in years
to come. After working with these
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One species of the old-fashioned
Kentucky gambler was the cardplaying gentleman who rode the
early packets on the Mississippi,
the Ohio, the Tennessee and the
Cumberland Rivers
These riverboat gamesters had
their own professional slang.
Known as "blacklegs". they were
on the lookout for victims, called
"gulls" or "coneys" at every landing. In river gaming, the approach
to the victim was seldom direct:
There was "coppers" or "coneycatches" which led the innocents
to the fleecing.
"Coneys" were duped by such
underhand practices as "stockinging," "hold-outs." dealing
'large hands', "raising hands,"
right or left snap roulette wheels.
"vest holdouts' and the "bug"
which could produce extra cards
at need.
The card games were various:
seven-up, cribbage, viiigt-et-tin
(blackjack), loo, forty-five, faro,
poker, euchre and three-card
monte.
One of the most colorful of this
crew of greenhorn fleecers was
Elijah Skaggs, "the preaching
faro player," born in Western
Kentucky. A gambler from the
age of 20, the Reverend Skaggs
took up many a fat collection
with the cards.
These sporting characters controlled the odds but, as they were
superstitious, signs and omens
often defeated them. A white
horse on the boat boded evil luck
It took at least twb more losing
deals to end a losing streak. A
barking red dog running to the
landing could change a gambler's
luck. Five-handed games bad
luck. And so on.
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qthst IN THE HEARTS OF THE FIRST DISTRICT
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Vditges
With JIM PRYOR
kplicalaprul Arose, Minis Cassnal
Electric Dehorning for Wingo FFA
Last Friday morning I had the
pleasure of working with one of
the most cooperative and intelligent groups of boys ever to wear
the Future Farmer Emblem The
toys were the Freshmen Agriculture class and al are members of
the Wingo FFA.
The purpose of the field trip
was an electric dehorning demonstration. which turned out to
be a dehorning demonstration in
a big Ivey
Our first stop was the farm of
Mr J. B Norman between Winery
and Pilot (ak, where we dehorned four large ce.ves with the
'dee wire This platted wire cuts
the horn with little effort and pain
to the animal. After the horn has

Don't Miss This Great Opportunity To Elect
Kentucky's First Governor From The First District
Vote For A True Native Son Tuesday, May 26
FULTON COUNTY DEMOCRATS

WATERIFIELD for GOVERNOR
•

•

411
Ise

raft.*
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brief.
The Sun-Democrat will use all
engagements and weddings, but
will not .tse a picture or cut, if
around toivn with
th - ory is too old.
We want your engagement and
wedding pictures fur The News
and for my out-of-town papers.
I am always glad to be of service
to anyone in getting their anTo avoid further misunder- "metal-on-wood cut" mailed to nouncements to all of the out-ofstandings, concerning engagement them by the correspondent, with- town papers for which I write.
pictures in out-of-town papers, out charge. They do not use I hope the above information will
I thought it wise to write down "plastic cuts".
be helpful.
some information concerning the
The News and other small paphandling of such.
Members of the Lions Club had
ers in' the area do use either
a rip-roaring good time at the
handle engagement and wed- metal-on-wood or plastic cuts.
regular luncheon-meeting Friday
ding announcements for The
The Commercial Appeal covers at the Park Terrace.
News in Fulton, the Sun-Demosuch a wide area and has so
They had a mock trial for the
crat in Paducah, the Commercial
Appeal in Memphis and the much society news, that it is much program. Win Whitnel, Rev. M. B.
harder
to
get
society
announce- Proctor of Water Valley
Courier-Journal in Louisville.
and
ments in now, than it used to be Mayor
Nelson Tripp were the
Mothers who wish their daugh- back when I started correspondjudges. The Rev. John Laida was
ter's picture to appear with their ing for them, and other papers, the
prosecuting attorney and the
engagement announcement, at the about twelve year ago. They are Rev.
Joe
time of the release they should always coming up with new attorney. Leggett was the defense
contact me. Otherwise, the en- rules.
Those on trial were Maxwell
gagement (or wedding—whichThey like to have wedding pic- McDade, Stanley Jones and Aaron
ever it may be, will be sent to the
tures (the bride in her wedding Butts, who were charged with
papers, for which I write, if I
gown) taken before the wedding taking a goat out in the country
think that they will use the anactually comes off, and the wed- instead of keeping it where they
nouncement.
ding written up .in advance, so were suppose to.
When stories, including engage- that the wedding announc
ement
The three defendants were
ments and weddings, are released can be used by. the next
day. If found not guilty, but the Board
to one paper, they automatically this is not done, they
want it Directors and the officers of of
the
become public property to any immediately thereafter.
And, en- Lions Club were found guilty,
other newsriper that Wants to gagements have to be
sent in a instead.
use them. Ahd, most small-town colle4derable length of
time beThe Lions Club had an attendpapers in a wide area, exchange fore the wedding is to
take place. ance
copies with each other, just for They very seldom
contest for two months and
use engage- those
who
that purpose—to lift any story .ments, unless at least
one mem- punished missed a meeting were
This building will be a center of attraction- as the
they might want to use. All ber of the engaged
by having to take care
couple are in,
newspapers do this.
or have attended college, in the of the goat for a period of time. nation observes throughout 1959 the 150th anniversary
Now, if a correspondent of the area outside of Memphis. Also,
of Abraham Lincoln's birth. It is the Lincoln Memorial
Mrs. William Nichols and her
out-of-town papers think her pictures of brides who were marHodgenville and it houses the traditional birth cabin
at
young
daughter
were
accompan
ipapers will use the local engage- ried in Mississippi, unless they
ed
to
their
home
the
of
16th President.
in
Lansing,
ment, it is sent immediately.
are natives of Mississippi, are not
Mich., by her mother, Mrs. Pete
The Commercial Appeal and used in the Commercial Appeal. Green
Thursday morning. Mrs.
the Courier-Journal want "pic- They do not consider a Mississippi
Green went to Lansing to attend
wedding
of
an
out-of-state couple
tures" of the bride-elect—perfera round of parties which are beably a glossy print. They use a social event--altho she might ing
planned for her younger
be
a social belle of her home
what they want, but do not charge
daughter, Jackie, who was marrifor making the "matt". The Sun- town.
ed here recently.
Democrat has to pay to have their
A Fulton man and a Water " The accident occured at 6 p. m.
The Courier-Journal is always
Betty (Mrs. Nichols) and I had Valley
"cuts" made (like the News), so# interested in the engagem
man escaped injury Thurs- and it took workmen until 11
if a picture is sent, there is a UK students and graduateents of a most enjoyable time while she day night when the truck they p. m, to get
the truck out of the
s or of was here visiting. On several
charge of about $5.50 for a two- people who might be
were in went off the level into river bottom. The truck was damfrom that evenings we would. sat for
hours the Obion River bottom, on aged. considera
column cut. They will use a area. Their announc
bly.
ements are chatting over cups of coffee.
highway 45-E between Martin
illIZMEL
Traffic on the highway was
Betty said that the Lansing and Fulton.
blocked for two hours.
paper, ever so often, runs a story
LETS HAVE A PARTY
Your Favorite Beverages with a Fulton
The Dixie Mobile Milling truck
dateline and
wanted to know how they got of Fulton was being towed to
the stories from here. I informed Fulton by another company truck.
her that those stories originate at Those riding in the towed truck
News From Our
The News office and are sent by were Bill Hawkins of Water ValBoys
In The
this reporter to the Associated ley and Harold Sheridan of FulPress and United Press-Interna- ton.
The accident occured when the
tional wire services in Louisville,
Most complete stock in
442-44 Lake Street
where they are distributed over truck being towed ran over the
West Kentucky
Fulton, Ky.
the state. If a story is big or un- cable pulling the truck, locked a
memamosee..
...tiem.rmemeav•ew usual enough, it is put on the wheel, and the truck tipped over
Army Pvt. Ric`-.1.rd B Scearce.
truck-line service which goes over a 15 foot embankment.
21,
'
whose wife. Kay. and parents,
Hawks and Sheridan both
the entire United States and to
Mr., and Mrs. M W Scram. live
jumped
from
the
truck,
one
on
foreign
countries. Any newspaper
Cayce. Ky.. ..ompleted eight
SPECIAL PURCHASE FROM THE FACTORY!
taking those wire services can use one side and one on the other. weeks of advanced individual artOne
of
the
men
outran
the
truck.
the stories if they desire.
finery training March 13 at Fort
Chaffee. Ark.
•We sure will miss Margarette
JAMESTOWN
Scearce receive.1 experience in
Stephens from the Hickory Log.
firing the 105 millimeter howitzer
Jamesto
wn,
the
seat
of
Russell
Margaret
te
has
been
a waitress at
• These are brand-new 1959 Spring styles
and was thoroughl indoctrinated
the local cafe for the past four County, was first called Jackson- In the responsibi y
lities and duties I
• Twenty-two styles to choose from
years. Friday afternoon she re- ville in honor of Andrew Jackof an artilleryman.
son.
By
1826
the
Whigs
came
• Dress and casuals for girls and ladies
ported to work at the new FerryHe entered the Army in Octinto power, and, resenting the
Morse Seed Co.
• We even have widths to AA.
tribute to their opponent, chang- ober 1958 and recce ed basic
ed the name to Jamestown. hon- training at Port Knox. Ky.
Friends here'
will be interested
to know that my uncle, Chip oring James Wooldridge, who had I Rorarce is a l'e56 graduate of
Hamlett, of Jackson, a former donated 1.00 acres as a town site. Cayce High School and attendFultonian, is improved. He was a
ed Murray State C;c1letie. He was
patient at the Jackson-Madison at the time, there were an elder- employed by Reelfoot Packing
County Hospital, with a blood clot ly doctor and a colored man, who Company, Union City, Tenn., bein his leg. Uncle Chip, a conduc- had the same name as his.
I fore entering the Amy.
tor for the I. C., has many friends
212 Main Street
Phone 1748
here who have been inquiring of
his health. He is now at his home
on Tomlin Street.

Ouida Jewell

Local Men Escape Injury When
Truck Goes Into River Bottom

LIQUORS

SERVICE

EASTER SHOES At A SAVING!

$2.88 and $3.88 PAIR
FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

We were sorry to learn that
the father of Billy Westmoreland,
local deputy sheriff, suffered a
heart attack last Wednesday evening.
Our sympathy is extended to
the relatives of Mr. Edgar Grissom, who died suddenly of a heart
attack last Wednesday night. We
didn't know Mr. Grissom, but his
brother, Arthur, known to everyone as "Pop-Stopper", lives at our
home and we think the world of.
him. He is a fine fella.

VOTE FOR GEORGE BRAND
For State Senator
Hickman - Fulton — Graves — Marshall Counties
"The People's candidate for this important office"
For Good Government — For the People
"Will Oppose bad legislation wherever he finds it"
I Paid Politic,11 Ads )

Mr. Oscar M. Johnson, manager
of the local Railway Express
Office, was telling us an interesting story about himself the other
day. It seems that back quite a
few years ago in Alabama, while
he was courting his wife-to-be,
she asked him one evening what
bank he kept his money in. He
Informed her that he had a cheeking account in one and a savings
account in another. She said, "You
also have an account of several
thousand dollars in the bank
where I work."
"You are mistaken," he said.
And she insisted that Oscar M.
Johnson had had an account at
the bank where she was employed
for some time. She took a sample
of her fiance's handwriting to
compare with that of the Oscar
M. Johnson who had the big account. After checking, she learned that the Mr. Johnson with the
account had been an officer at a
camp nearby during World War
I and had been killed overseas.
The last deposit had been made
about 13 years before.
Fulton's Mr. Johnson also said
that following the war he was
sent a cheek for $900 by the U. S.
Treasury Department. He had
quite a time _convincing the department that the money could
not belong to him and he returned it three times before they kept
it. He said that in Montgomery

FARMERS1!

Do you plan to swap tractors, trade cars or trucks,
build dairy barns, buy livestock, or make other
major improvements? If so and you don't have the
cash, you owe it to yourself to investigate PCA's
plan for financing this kind of investment. The
Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association
has a plan that is especially tailored for farmers and
is convenient and economical.
1. Loans are made for one to five years.
2. Payments are due when crops and livestock
are sold.
3. Interest is figured only on the number of
days the money is used.
4. There is an adequate supply of money at all
times.
5. No co-signer is required.
6. All capital stock is owned by local farmers.
7. Loans may be covered by credit life insurance.
PCA also makes loans to purchase fertilizer, seed,
fuel, and for other operating expenses.
More of the better farmers are using the Production Credit plan to finance their farm programs.
For a dependable convenient loan that will make
you money, see John P. Wilson at the Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association for your credit
needs.

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association
206 Clinton St.
•••••••--

Hickman, Ky.

Phone 2506

National Beta Club Established
At South Fulton High School
A local chapter of the National who have fulfilled the requireBeta Club, a leadership-service ments
necessary for membership
organization for high-chool students of America, has been este- in the National Beta Club:
blisbed at South Fulton High lin the National Beta Club•
Sehdol, according to Lester S. Lutrecia Bennett, Nancy Crews,
Betty.
Sarah Dacus, Jessie Gamblin,
Hazel Grissom. Beverly Lacewell,
The National Beta Club, with Patricia Matheny, Arvin
.over 2400 local chapters and ap- Billy Sensing, Phil Taylor, Napier,
proximately 78,000 members in Weeks, Jerilyn Colley, Martha
high schools of 21 States is now Dawson, Glenn Fuller, Sandra
Dianne
in its twenty-fifth year.
Gunter, Kay Johnson, Lena Moss,
Objective- of this non-secret, Linda Muzzall. Wanda Outland,
leadership-s e r vice organization Jane Peeples, Joy Vincent, Roseare: to encourage effort, to pro- mary Clark, Patricia _Flowers,
mote character, to stimulate Barbara. Peeples, Brenda Roberta,
achievement among its members, Cicky Stewart, Ken Bowlin, Anita
and to encourage and assist stu- Hyland, Kelly Resins, Linda
dents to continue their education Rogers, and Janice Taylor.
after high school graduation.
OLD GENERAL BRADDOCKE
Mrs. Mansfield Martin, teacher
of mathematics was appointed as
A familiar figure on the streeits
faculty sponsor for the local of Elizabethtown in early days
chapter.
was "Old General Braddocks,"
a Negro slave belonging to the
Permanent officers for this year Vanmeter family.
Soon after his
are: President, Sandra Dawson; arrival there, a
band of Indians
Vice-President, Jessie Gamblin; began to snipe
at the settlement.
Secretary, Jane Peeples; Treasur- The slave took
down a rifle and
er, Kay Johnson; Reporter, Mar- killed nine
of the Indians. The
tha Weeks; and Parliamentarian, Vanmeters were
so grateful that
Glenn Fuller.
they gave him his freedom.
The local organization is composed of the following students
read he Classified Ada
ME/
11•11=11111111111i
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WATCH OUT FOR SPRING!
March winds and April showers
May help make the May Flowers.
But oft before the flowers bloom,
Sometimes there is quite a boom!
In coughs, colds and red noses,
Before we clip the red roses.
Should this plague settle on you,
We can tell you what to do:
Take a dose of EZ-O-DYNE,
Ease the pain and clear the shine
Off your nose, the weeping too
And make the sniffles just a few
Then, sip that good KRE-O-TAR
Before the cough goes too far.
Now if your chest gets too tight
And bronchitis you have to fight,
Get a bottle of BRONKEROL RUB,
Just after you get out of WI),
And before you go to bed
Rub your chest until it's red.
KRE-0-TAR for COUGHS
EZ-O-DYNE for FEVER and PAIN
BROKEROL RUB for CHEST and
THROAT
All Sold in Two Sizes, 50c and 25c
At Drug and Some General Stores
or by Mail postpaid from
Drug Stores in Fulton -- or --

OLIVER'S S. 0. DRUG CO.
UNION CITY. TENN.
aemiminn

Free Awards
EVERY SATURDAY From NOW Till May 30
Come in TODAY and register: no purchase necessary—a free ticket for everyone--and we'll tell
you how you can get more!

A HANDSOME BOAT & BOAT TRAILER
will be awarded as a "grand award"
on May 30, 1959
LAST WEEKS'S WINNERS:
FIRST: C. E. Clark, Martin, Tenn.
SECOND: Homer Westbrook, Dresden, Tenn.
THIRD: Mrs. Elva Brown, 907 Vine, Fulton

SEED FOR
SPRING SOWING
Korean and Kobe Lespedezas
Red Top, Timothy, Orchard _Grass
Ky. 31 Fescue: White Dutch, Ladino
Clover
Seed Oats
Ammonium Nitrate and Nitrate of Soda
for top dressing.
New numbers in GLADIOLI BULBS from
Holland
Wilson's "Seal Kraft" High-Grade ROSES
Patented — Everblooming Climbers —
Floribunda
(individually packaged)

A.C. BUTTS and SONS
Phone 202

East State Lino
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Lincoln's Visit
I News Around Fulton High School I, To Farmington
By Judy Harrison
To Be Re-Enacted
(LAST WEEK r
wish them all the luck in the fuAbraham Lincoln and friend,
On Tuesday, March 17, an as- ture,
Joshua Speed, will walk the halls
sembly program was given. It
On Wednesday, March 18, pt Farmington when the 148-yearconsisted of Phillip Andrews, another assembly program
was old bouisville, Kentucky, home is
president of the Conservation given. Our Administiona I
Associa- formally opened April 18.
Club at Fulton High, and James tion brings us a most
interesting
Historic Homes Foundation,
Alexander, conservation officer of program on every third
Wednes- owner of the residence built by
INIton County, Sug Travis, re- day.
John Speed, plans a re-enactment
gional conservation officer, and
of Lincoln's visit ibrihe Speed
William Lee, Federal Wildlife
family in 1841 to Ae his close
Conservation officer from Padufriend, Joshua, son of the buildcah. Each made• very interesting
er.
talk on conservation and Its aims. i
The return of Lincoln when 32
Coach Thomas awarded thel
years old to his home state, will
boys with their letters, also, on
be portrayed as the Commonthis program and the seniors rewealth celebrates the 150th birth
ceived their basketballs and
anniversary of the 16th President.
chains.
The re-enactment will start at
Nekly a quarter of a million
In this month's issue of "Kenthe Ohio . riverfront, with the
tueky High School Athlete" book- workers filed initial claims and
young lawyer from Springfield,
let was listed the different towns 2.4 million filed continued claims
Ill., stepping into a carriage. It
'and their football teams. We were for unemployment benefit paywill close with the Speeds greetproud to see that Fulton placed ments in 'Kentucky last year, the
ing Lincoln at Farmington. Here,
second In the state, as the out- State.- .Department of Economic
a chorus, will sing the Norman
Security reports.
standing football team.
Della Jobo song, "Somebody's
In addition, said the agency,
We have had a very outstandComing'," from the production,,i
ing group of Senior boys in the there were almost 10,000W initial
"The Tall Kentuckian."
athletic field this year and we claims and 131,000 continued
Descendants of the pioneer
claims filed by veterans and exSpeeds will be asked .to portray
federal civilian employees under
the roles of their ancestors.
federal unemployment programs.
The program's emphasis will be.
Each clairn',represents a week
on pageantry, colorful costumes
unemployment, the department
and music—no speeches. Punch,
,•xplained, adding:
made by an old Speed family
Nearly 40,000 workers4xhaust- recipe, will be served those who
ed their benefit rights under the tour the dwelling after the formal
state program in 1958 and 3,400 ceremonies.
Illinois Central Railroad's net exhausted rights under the fedThree of the main rooms in the
Income for Priiruvry. 1959. is eral program.
14-room house will be furnished
estimated to be $416.000, or $0 13
Benefits paid from the Ken- with authentic pieces of the early
a share. compared with 6455,- tucky trust fund in 1958 totaled
19th century to maintain the
361 or 015 for February, 1958. 48.4 million dollars, exceeding
the home as a faithful restoration of
based on 3.111.775 shares out- 1957 total by 15.4 million dollars
its period. It is planned to restanding February 28, 1959
and the previous record high total produce vegetable and flower
Net income for the first two of 1954 by 6.4 million dollars.
gardens using only plants known
months of 1969 t. estimated to
Although the 1958 record high at the time the Speeds establilhed
be $080,611. or $031 a share. This
total was due primarily to a high the residence.
compares with $1,141086. or $0.37 rate
of unemployment, part of the
The Historic Homes Foundation
a share for the same 1958 period.
increase can be attributed to the bought the property for $65,000.
Railwav
operating
revenues fact that there is a greater proThe date of the formal opening,
are animated to amount to $20.- portion
of high wage earners en- April 18, has no ristorical signi836,000 for Febrtary. 1959. com- titled to above-ave
rage benefit- ficance, except that it falls witha-peed with $30.099.81 for the payments during a recession.
in the Lincoln sesquicetennial
same month a year ago For the
As a result-, the average bene- year, to be nationally observed in
first two months of 1959, railfit for a week of total unemploy- 1959.
way
operating
revenues
are
estimated to amount to $42.585, ment rose from $23.95 in 1957
FIRE IN HIGHLANDS
695, compared with 142.089.591 to $25.88 for the entire year of
The Fulton Fire Department
for the corresponding 1958 per- 1958, reaching a high of $27.18 was called out Monday at 4 p. m.
at the end of the year.
iod.
to put out a grass fire behind the
Railroad rperating expenses in
Pipeline Oil Station in Highlands
February. 1Ws9. are estimated to
on the By-Pass.
be
$17,538.00
compared
with
817.24,289 In Febrtir.re 1968 For
Complete Line
the first two months of 1959. railway operating expenses are estiDiane Bennett. daughter of Mr. Hearing Aid BattGries
mated to total $36174030, compared with 835.668.592 in the like. and Mrs. 'Sterling Bennett, 211 For all makes of hearing East
Green Street. Fulton, has been
Visit our Hearing Aid Depart1 965 period.
elected the new Corresponding ment at your first opportunity.
Secretary of Alpha Delta Pi
CITY DRUG CO.
sorority at Memphis State UniOA Lake street
versity.
Phone 70
A senior, Miss Bennett is
majoring in history. She is a
member of the Wesley Founda- We have complet
e stocks
Murray State College will be
tion, Phi Alpha Theta honorary
heat to some SOO high school society, and
last year was the
student% March 2 and 211 for the chaplain of
Alpha Delta Pi.
annual
regional
debate -speech
Alpha Delta Pi is the oldest
festival
national sorority in the United
for HOME and FARM
Students from more than 20 States, and was.the first sorority
school; of the region will Parti- to establish 'a chapter
at MemMachines
cipate In the debate contest March phis State. There are six other
26 and the speech competition national sororities on the Mem- BENNETT ELECTRIC
March 28
phis State campus.
PHONE 201
FULTON

Unemployment
Payments In 1958
Reached Record

Get More
Corn in
'59

IC's Net Income
For February
Is $416,000

Diane Bennett
Elected Secretary

Students Invited
To Speech Festival
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HYBRID
There's a Southern
States Hybrid to fit
your needs for Grain
or Ensilage.

‘it

Southern States Hybrids are available in maturity ranges from
V4Ity Early (90 to 100 days) to Full Season (125 to 132 days)

and remember...
• Every kernel treated for protection against soil
insects, seed and soil borne diseases.
• Every pound backed by Southern
States replant agreement.
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Chas. Scates Stores
MARTIN—Phone 404
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Miss Jacqueline Carlton Becames
Bride Of Terry R. Bethel March 1
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HOSPITAL NEWS

Happy Birthday

•

C. D.("Spud") EDWARDS

Britt-Tucker
Wedding March 14

WEEK- END

Magistrate of the First District

SPEaALS

99

Colgate Tooth Paste

V.••••
4.110110.

Centennial Stock
Certificates Here

•O*1.1

50 Ft. Clothes Line

Infant's and Children's Dresses

EASTER NOVELTIES
AND POTTED PLANTS

$1.98 to $4.98

FREE er

Boxed Greeting Cards
Assortment All
Occasion &Miler"
Oet Weft, Annivereary

II

C
BOX

etc_

14-25c Cords

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 2,5c STORE

1

LADIES EASTER BLOUSES
98c and $1.98

Guaranteed Work!
Reasonable Rates!
A qualified technician
with specially - designed
equipment will make that
repair correctly . . . the
first time. Pickup and de-

LADIES PURSES _ _

98c to $2.98

CHILDREN'S HATS _ _

_ 99c to $1.98

LADIES HATS

$1.98 to $2.98
•

livery.
Antennas Installed

BEN

FRANKLIN
..411v

n
Roper TeleviPhosio
ne 307

306 Main Street

a

Lake Street

INC

SW

Fulton, Ky.
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trillion on an ordinance adopted
by the council 11 years ago and
which has never been repealed.
The council, just to be sure, readopted the ordinance at a special
meeting Friday night. The ordinance calls for the city to proceed
a ith negotiations to buy the Fulton electric distribution system
and operate it with TVA power.
A bill now pending in Congress
provides a self-financing to the
bill would prevent the agency
from serving territory outside its
present boundaries with the exception of Paducah, Glasgow,
Princeton, South Fulton, Tenn.,
and four other southern towns,
where negotiations already are
under way for purchase of power
stems and use of TVA power.
Fulton officials claim the House
Public Works Committee, which
has approved the bill, overlook-

TOPDRESS
GRAIN CROPS
NOW IS THE TIME TO
SPREAD NITROGEN
OR COMPLETE FERTI-

ed Fulton in granting exemptionsl Highlands Lumber Company and
to the expansion of TVA.
the Gulf station, which were zon"We have got to get on the ed commercial. All property beball," if Fulton is ever to get TVA hind the west aide ef the street,
power, Mayor Nelson Tripp, an extending to the city limits, was
outspoken advocate of TVA pow- zoned residential.
er, told councilmen at the special
Most of the p.uperty lying on
meeting.
both sides of Stephens Street
He has already pointed out to from Kingaway and Pepsi-Cola,
members of the Kentucky con- to the Ricevale junction was zongressional delegation that Fulton ed commerrial, as with the Poy
should have been included in the Motor Court area.
proviso.
The Perry-Morse property, the
Tripp pointed out that Kentuc- Can- property to tile north of it,
ky Utilities Company, which now and. ciertatn adjoining property
serves Fulton, has not had a was zoned for industrial use.
.
franchise in the city since 1948
Zoning is subject to approval by
when the council adopted the the Fulton City Council. which
ordinance setting the stage fosr will. if it accepts the plan, enpurchase negotiatic,ns
force by ordinance.
The holdup in plans at that
time resulted, it is claimed, when
the city council was unabie to
agree on the membership of an
electric plant board.
The council had no such trouble
this time The mayor named an
Airlene Gas Company of Fulelectric board immediately and
it was promptly approved by the ton began earth-moving work
last weekend on a site in Highcouncil
Named on the board were W. lands recently purchased from
M. Adams. Paul Westpheling, Frank Collins, and will build on
Clyde Williams, Rodney Miller the site in August, according to
Paul Boyd, company own*. The
and Ward Johnson.
site is located between the Colorganizational purposes was held
station.
Wednesday night.
Airlene's tank-car unloading
Mayor Tripp said he had explained to Congressman Frank A. and storage facilities will remain
Stubblefield that Fulton had in East Fulton where they are
never abandoned its plans to now located, Mr. Boyd stated.
eventually purchase the KU system and operate its own facilities
with TVA power. He also told
the Murray congressman that Fulton would be "heavily penalized"
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
if it is frozen out of TVA terriwhile you wait. Forrester's
tory. ,
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
Meanwhile, South Fulton is going atm,1 with 'plans to acquire WELLS DRILLED for industry
TVA power. The city council,
and homes Modern equipment,
after a "straw vote" by citizens
experienced workmen. Write
franelectric
an
granted
fall
last
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
County
chise to the Weakley
Fulton. Ky
an
Service,
Electric
Municipal
headwith
cooperative
electric
quarters at Martin, Tenn.

Airlene Buys
Highlands Site

CLASSIFIED ADS

LIZER ON WHEAT,
BARLEY. OATS,
PASTURES AND
LAWNS.
Get These Materials

FARM LOANS

From

ZONING-

CITY COAL CO.
TELEPHONE 51

IIDS

Continued /Tom rage one
were zoned cum:nodal.
Stephens street
On its west side.
behind
was Toned residentia! from
the Mace McDade property to the
Kingsway motel. with the exception of property -occupied by the

Long Terms--Easy Payments

Atkins, Holman
and Fields

istrict
area)

ary

I

Fulton Real Estate Co.

well groomed. so grown up

looking

Phone 5

too, these handsome toga are just
what hr likes
same distinction

st% led with the
.is

MEN'S RED WING work shoes
and summer boots $5.95 to
$19.95. Free can of leather preserver with each pair bought at
Forrester's Shoe Shop, 212
. Main.

Dad's dress-up

rlothes.

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP .nd 45 rpm
Mail orders-Special orders
BUY WORK shoes where you
find kind needed at affordable
prices. Farm boots, Wellington
boots, engineer, lineman and
cowboy boots. The Edwards
Store, Mayfield, Ky.
SPINET PIANO, Want responsible party to take over small
monthly payments on fully
guaranteed Spinet Piano. To arrange local inspection, write
Manager, Box 768, Paducah,
Ky.
NOW HEAR THIS-Hearing Aid
Glasses $195.00 with one year
guarantee, hearing aids rented
$1.00 week, Phone HE 5-4500 or
write Telex Hearing Center,
Lynn Grove, Ky.
FOR SALE. Registered Shorthorn
cattle; bulls ready for service.
Bred and open females. James
Haw, Charleston, Mo.

NEW PICTURE TUBES
No money down
Monthly terms

I

Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

WE

RENT - -

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

BEST
and

CLEANEST

WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 103

Business Opportunity

CALL 62 - 160

Men's Clothing
Main Street

Fulton

HELP WANTED: Competent,
capable. stenograPher-typist for
part-time job at Centennial
Headquarters from now until
August 1st. Afternoons only.
Apply in writing to "Ken-Tenn0-Rama", Box 267, Fulton, Ky.

For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards
RYTEX "Personalized"
Stationery

Phone 559

No.1 Farm
Chain
Saw
as low as
NEW

HOMELITIII

NNSSL

trus sealant
Itt war&
411••• free dowsailuallso
MBfake
Samba Nada

BURNETTE
TRACTOR CO.

Wick Smith Agency

E Fourth

Phone 169 ,

BOXOFFICE OPENS AT 6:30
MONDAY thru FRIDAY'S
Continuous showing from 12
noon Saturdays-Continuous
showing Sunday's 1 p. m.

New Hat FREE
With every suit

FLOWERS
For The.

SPECIALIZED SERVICE

FOR RENT-front bedroom for 111 E. State Line
lady only, may share kitchen.
Phone 495, Mr.s. Jesse Walker,
307 Eddings.

M & W Appliances

MEN'S RAINCOATS: Aristocrats Farm Loans
in styling and appearance, of
Conventional Loans
pure Oriental silk, at $8.95.
Prepare now for coming rainy
FHA Loans
season. The Edwards Store, -The very best selection of real
Mayfield, Ky.
estate for sale at all times

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

fitters, Phone 674.

MAN OR WOMAN
Authorized Motorola and RCA
Responsible person from this area,
Service; we repair all makes. to, service
and collect from Electric cigarette dispensers. No selling. Car, references, and $499.00
to $2,495.00 investment necessary.
(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade) 7 to 12 hours weekly nets excelreturn. Possible full-time
215 Main
Phone 126 lent
work. For local interview give
Fulton, Ky.
phone and Particulars. Write
Okla. International Sales & Mfg.
Co. of Ill., Inc., P. 0. Box 6213,
WHITE OAK timber wanted: we Chicago 80, Ill.
buy white oak standing timber;
custom stave and heading bolts.
SAVE MONEY
Contact us for prices and speciBuy Auto Insurance on
fieations. National Distillers
products Co.; Box 65, Wingo,
Our 3-PAY PLAN
Ky.
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30,, in 6 MONTHS
When it's
No Interest. No carrying
Real Estate in Fulton
Charges.
-see
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minCHARLES W.BURROW
utes, and coverage is effecso walnut
Phone 61
tive immediately.

Grisham-Butterworth

Easter l'or other spring occasions,
203 Main St

Union City

FREE PARKING!

See them when you want
to BTTY OR SELL.

that's your son on

Phone TU 59404

Pickup and delivery

FOR THE B&ST Deal on Office
(Made-to-measure suits
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
rot included)
See James 0. Butts at The
Hyde Park Suits, to
Caldwejl
Harvey
$65
$60
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Merit Suits, to
$45
Phone 674. We trade for your Darby House Suits, to
•
•
•
old equipment

List your
Farm and town Property
with the

BOY'S EASTER

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

IF YOU NEED a good used car,
Taylor Chevrolet-Buick h a s
them! See Ellis, Harold, Barney
or Dan today.

-Ionirance-

FOR A . . . .

AM NOW represeting the FLANNEL suits; In both charThe Fulton News, Thursday, March 26, 1959, Page 7
Greenfield Monument Works
coal grey and dark grey stripes,
and will appreciate the oporJust arrived in time for Easter
tunity to show you our beautiand graduation purchases. They roa REN1r: Floor sanding ma- TV ANTENNAS: We installful line of memorials. Torn
chine and electric floor polishale Edwardian suits at $29.95.
trade-repair and move. Get
Hales, Fulton; phone 124.
er and electric vacuum cleanThe Edwards Store, Mayfield,
our prices. We service all makes
ers Exchange Furniture Co.
Ky.
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
WE NEED two men, 18 to 55 years
Phone 35, Church Street.
of age, experience unnecessary. FOR SALE used Royal-Smith
Corona-Underwood and Rem- MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Earnings above $100 per week.
Give YOUR home a
ington Portable typewriters.
Contact J. W. Bowles, Bo-Peep
and autematic models, $139.95
LIFT
FOR LIFE with a
Easy Terms. Come in or call
Motel, Room 1, 8:00 a.m. to
and up. Sales and service.
9:00 a. m.; 8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Harden Office Equi pmen t,
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
YORK HEAT PUMP
Union City, Tenn. across from
Waldron Theatre. Phone TUr- NOW is the time to get your One compact unit heats and cools
ner 5-5871.
Typewriter and Adding Mac- automatically, using only outside
hine Overhauled
See Cleo air and electricity. Heats without
Peeples, Service Manager of fire, fumes or smoke; needs no
The Harvey Caldwell Com- floor space 40 other great adTV SERVICE
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out- vantages!
I

• FRIDAY AND SATURDAY •
SPECTACULAR ACTION
2
FILLED EPICS!
"HELEN OF TROY"
In Flaming
Both Warnercolor
BRIGITTE BARDOT
Tremendous In
Both Cinemascope As an Exotic Slave Girl!
Plus No. 2
With Fabulous
Both Cast
of 1,000's
BLOCK BUSTER!
HOWARD HAWKS'

"LAND OF,THE PHARAOHS,
"
Also: BATON BUNNY! Bugs Bunny Cartoon!

SUNDAY • MONDAY • TUESDAY
GALA(

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-I

Fulton

USED FURNITURE
Business Opportunity
MAN OR WOMAN
buy it at
AT

sses

THE
CAMPUS
SHOP

I you've

SES

to $2.98

EXCHANGE

Factory Outlet Store is indeed proud to announce the opening
ot their new boy's wear department . . . The Campus Shop.
For many. many years boy's wear has been sadly neglected
in Nlayftelti and this area. We are happy that we can now
offer wide selections of boy's and young men's clothing, sports
wear and furnishings that are of the very best quality, yet
reasonably priced. Now, at last, you can dress your youngsters
just ILS you've always wanted without having to travel hundreds
of miles to find what you need. Be sure to bring your boy
we'll huve a
and inspect this excitine new department . .
nice FREE GIFT for HIM!

to $1.98

• PONY BOY ... Suits, Sport Coats, Slacks
Suits. Sport Coats, Slacks
• MANCRAFT

to $2.98

• CAMPUS ... Shirts. Sport Shirts,
Sportswear.

IN

alton, Ky.

• FORTUNE ... Shoes for Boys
Complete Outfitter for BOYS and YOUNG MEN!

Furniture Company
Church Street

Mayfield. Ky.

Phone 951

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
I. 3 Large Bedrooms, Closets.
2. Nice living room, large size kitchen

3. Close to town and any one employed by I. C R. R. Co
4. Small lot, not much mowing.
5. Garage.
6. Already financed, can be handled with $1,000.00 down
with payments of $40.00 per month.
7. Taxes are low, $42.25 per year both city and State and
County.
8. T. V. antenna Includ.d, along with gas stoves, shades
and draperies.
9. Total price $4,832.07, priced to sell ($1,000 doom balance
$3,832.07) this can be paid off any time with out penalty.
10. Possession in (10) days.

WICK SMITH AGENCY
PHONE 62

FULTON, KENTUCKY

555 FULTON, KY.
129 MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.
FOR SALE

705 EDDIES

FACTORY OUTLET 'STORE
211 8. 6th-Just off the Square

Fulton

Responsible person from this area,
to service and collect from Electric cigarette dispensers. No selling. Car, references, and $499.00
to $2,495.00 investment necessary.
7 to 12 hours weekly nets excellent return. Possible full-time
work. For local interview give
phone and particulars. Write
Okla. International Sales & Mfg.
Co. of Ill., Inc., P. 0. Box 6213,
Chicago 80, Ill.

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

Six room all modern house on
1% acres, full basement, stoker
furnace,.3 chicken houses on E.
State Line, 1% miles from
Fulton. Will sacrifice. Contact
011en Williams, 912 E. State
Line, phone 869.

Bring you!' repair jobs to

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

.106

Phone 345
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Plus-News-SHEEP WRECKED (color cartoon)
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MEM

E. L. Merryman, I. C. Engineer, Has
Refired After Many Years Service

VOW.
••.•

?aims

Farmer,80,
Fatally Injured
In Car Collision

Mrs. Samuel G. Bell, Tacoma neer Wilson Martin, Mrs. J. A.
John Lafayette Rowlett, 80Bowers, wife of stockman, and
Park, Md., and a sister.
year-old retired farmer of near
Dresden, was fatally injured at
The home of Expressman and Mrs. Nelson Tripp, wife of elecFulton District Engineer E. L
11:30 Friday morning in a twoPete Green was struck by trician.
Mrs.
Merryman retired February 1. lightning during a rainstorm on
car collision on Highway 54 one
gm
PRYOR
Mr. Merryman was born in 1889,
Whit
mile east of Dresden.
January 20. One room was desat Spring Hill, Ky. He was emAprkileul Awe,ilansis ceases'ladiresd
troyed by fire and there was
Seriously injured were Mr and
ployed as coal chute laborer at
much damage from water.
Mrs. R. H. 'Pete' Hickman of
WHEAT GIVES EARLY
Fulton in 1911 and then became
Huntingdon. Mr. Hickman is secRita Dianne Wiley was married
a locomotive fireman. He was
FLUSH IN MILK
retary of the Huntingdon branch
promoted to engineer in 1941, and to George Winter, HI, on January
Conception
Last Frida Hill Padon and I of the Federal Land Bank.
last worked January 30, 1959. Mr. 24, in the Immarulate
City.
State trooper Bill Parrish said
and Mrs. Merryman own their Catholic Church in Union
held a clipping and denorrung
the accident occurred as Mr.
home on Route 4, Fulton, where Congratulations to this young
Robert
Rash
with
demonstration
Two boys, Austin Gollaher and
Rowlett attempted to make a left
they will continue to live. They couple! Mr. Winter is the grandnear Paducah, During the morn- turn
across the highway. Mr.
have three children, two sons and son of retired Engineer and Mrs. Abraham Lincoln, were playmates
Fulton.
of
Winter
Holsteins
George
ing
grazhis
we noticed
In Hardin (now LaRue) County,
Hickman's car, headed in the opa daughter. One of the sons,
ing
wheat on the side of a slope. posite direction, collided with Mr.
Mrs. Sam Howell, 73-year-old Kentucky.
David M. Merryman, is employed
Rowletrs car as it turned.
by this company as a switchman mother of Carman Robert Howell, One became immortal as Pre- Here is his story.
at Fulton. Mr. Merryman says he was seriously burned on January sident o the United States, leadMr. Rowlett died a short time
Less than two weeks ago. Rob. has no hobbies and his only plans 16 when her clothing caught fire er o his nation during the War ert turned in his wheat a little later in Obion County General
fireplace,
She
reopen
from
an
for the future are to take rife
Between the States and the Great while in the nibrnings at that Hospital at Union City.
easy and to visit with his friends. ceived second and third degree Emancipator. The other remained time his milk weigh receipt was
Arrangements were in charge
burns over a large part of her in Kentucky and Is ought hushed
showing bewteen 1200 and 1300 of Doug Murphy Funeral Home
Sympathy is extended the famibody. We hope for her recovery. silence upon many an audience pounds
on every other day pick- of Martin.
ly of retired Clerk-Caller Harry
Loc•al Surgeon -,nd Mrs. J. A. as he told how he had saved up. The milk was picked up beJ. Potter, who died in Fulton
,
111111141414141=4
three
daughters President Lincoln f mm drowning fore we left and weighed exactly
Hospital on January 14. Mr. Pot- Poe and their
CAYCE NEWS
ter retired in 1954, with 35 years' have moved into their new home when Gollaher was nine years old 1500 pounds. I remember him sayClarice Bondurant—
and Lincoln Younger
ing* his weight two days ago had
service. He was active in the on Edding Street.
American Legion and had headThe railroad was well repreThe incident took place in 1815, been 1430 and that would make
ed various fund raising drives in sented as Fulton Circuit Court they year before the Micah* his herd increase 35 pounds per
Mr. and Mrs H E smith Sr
Fulton. He was a World . War I convened in Hickman on Janu- movevd from Kentucky to In- day after the heavy flush. Robert are visiting Mr and Mrs. H E
veteran, past commander of the ary 19, and in Fultpn on January diana. The family lived on the made the remark that the in- Smith. Jr., and Mr. and Mrs
American Legion, a Baptist. and 26. The following were among Knob Creek farm. The Gollahers crease in milk had already paid Glenn Covington.
a Mason. He leaves a daughter, those serving on the jury; Car- lived tip the creek a short dis- for the seeding of the wheat. That
Mrs. Ray Jackson and Kent of
man Thomas Mahan,retired Engi- tance. The boys' mothers had is what I cell a quick turn-over Fulton spent Fridey with
=MK
Mrs
of
money
easy
with
profit.
The
Ruth Cloys.
warned them not to get their
important
factor
that
Accurate
he isn't
is
Mrs. Ethel Olivet of Memphis.
clothes dirty or to cross the creek.
ESCAPES INJURY
through grating the wheat. He Tenn, is visiting Mr and
Mrs. Dan Collins escaped inMrs
But the youngsters had never can still harvest
WORKMANSHIP
the grain or graze Cheater Wade and Mrs Edna
jury one night recently, when
things look so beautiful on the crop.
At Low Cost something went wrong with the seen
Alexander.
the other side. They reached a
Kay Greer of Fulton spent Fristeering wheel on her car and the spot were a footlog lay across •
Watches, Clocks and Time
Bill Padon, Farm Service Adflews of All Kinds Amuvehicle struck a telephone pole deep hole in the creek.
visor for Kentucky Utilities made day with her grandparents. Mr
and Mrs. E C. Moseley.
on upper Third Street. The front
ntely Repaired at Low CeM
Young Lincoln feared that he the comment that there isn't a
by—
of the new car was smashed in
Mr Tom Arrington visited friends
producing
and
living
cow
milk
couldn't
walk
the
log.
but
0011and the telephone pole was
in Cayce one day last week
that
not
the
will
ingive
same
aher
insisted'
it was easy. A moANDREWS
broken off. The accident occurMr. Lum McClellan of Hickman
crease on early spring pasture.
red in front of the Humphries ment later -he was sorry, for Re Some farmers have reported even vsited his mother, Mrs. ?rankle
Jewelry Company
saw Lincoln on te log swaying
home.
McClellan Thursday.
back and forth. Abe finally silpped higher increases on early pastures
Mrs. Larry Henderson of Deoff the log and disappeared in where the cows aren't too far. troit,
Mich. is visiting her parent..s
along in the lactation.
the whirling green water.
Mr .and Mrs. James McMurry.
Gollaher, bearing a long Pole,
I agree with Bill 100% and also
Mrs. Pafford was host to the
ran into the watsT up to his believe that the dairyman who W. S.
C. S. of the Ctyce /Amite-shoulders. As Abe bobbed to the says he can not afford to seed dist
"Church Wednesday evening.
surface, he was able to grasp the small grain should visit a farm A nice
program was rendered and
OFFERS
pole and Gollager pulled him to that is now using the dairy cow everyone
had • nice time.
the bank. Abe was limber and his to pay for the seeding expense.
Mrs. Monter Oliver and daughOUTSTANDING FUNERAL SERVICE
eyes half closed. Gollaher thought
ters, Cynthiana and Monette of
he was dead and flung him around
There is not a Banker living Fulton
Our services are dedicated to those who desire and apprespent Sunday with Mr
by the heels until young Lincoln that would not, invest money and Mrs
Roy Cruet.
ciate courteous, efficient and dignified Funeral Services. We
was spitting water.
knowing he would make 100%
Mr and Mrs. Roscoe Hutchison
have always met any competitors' prices in this area.
Years later. two LeRue County on the investment, yet we hesti- and family
of Old Hickory. Tenn
men were in Washington and tate. These times when the pro- spent the
weekend with Mr and
difficult
to
more
fit
gets
dollar
called
upon
President
Lincoln.
CADILI-AL; AMBULANCE SERVICE
Mrs. Dood Campbell.
"How is my old friend, Austin find every day we need to do a
Mrs. Chester Wade and Mrs
We have two Cadillac ambulances—both air-conditioned and
investing
such
wise
more
little
Gollaher?" Lincoln asked them..
Whether
you are
"Tell him that I would like to as Robert Rash.
ovygen-equipped—ready to go, day or,night, And it costs no
send money to pay his fare here milking one cow for the Manu-nore to use this service.
factured market or 100 cows for
to visit me."
But Gollaher turned down the the fluid market you need early
PRONE 88
408 EDLINGS STREET
offer, becau.sse he was "scared pasture for more profit.
to death to ride on one of them
trains."
read the Classified Ads
Hy Mary Alice Colama, .
I, C. Magazine Correspondent

How Abe Lincoln
Was Rescued
From Kn-6b Creek

•

Page 8, The Fulton News, Thursday, March 26, 1959
Murrell Jeffreei were In Union
City Saturday
Mr and Mrs Charlie Sloan
spent Sunday afternoon with Mr
and Mrs Raymond Sloan
Mr and Mrs Bill Cludberry and
Freddie and Mrs A
Simpson
spent Sunday
slier-nom) with
Mary Ann Simpson In Murray
She is in school at the college
there
ART SCHOLARSHIPS
Applications for Kappa Pi art

PAINTS
SEE US
FOR YOUR
SPRING
PAINTING
NEEDS
TODAY!

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
207 Church Street Fulton

11

3
4

•
7
9
IS
10
II
11
111
12

Now is the time!

3
3

II
11
12
13

3

you'll never get more value!
1.Bonus loadsoisce body
2. B.srer. safer windshield
3. Float,ng ,.de cab
(Widest seat of any
5. Easier to service
S. Lively, economical

• BOB WHITE MOTOR CO.
228 Fourth St. — Phone 60

11111

ITILINTERNATIONACTRUCKS

TV
SPRING SPECIAL!

1
2

6
7
9
9

1
7
2

• No Printed
Circuits
('

Martin Senour and Super Xemtone

EVERY
TYPE
FOR
EVERY
NEED

City Drug Co.. Fulton

ii
11
11
11

3

JUST RECEIVE!!

EVERY
COLOR

I

•

ANT TO
TALK TERMS?

.1r1

—OF--

RUPTURE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors

^

The Whitnel Funeral Home

A Solid Truckload

scholarships to Murray State College are now being accepted
from high school seniors from
the frist and second regions, according to Miss Clara Eagle, head
of the MS(' in division

Phone 35

• 18,000 Volts
picture power

2

1
1
2
1
3
4

• Power
transformer

SC

• Horizontal
chassis

fil

th

tr
tio
he
th
hi
ad
bu
an

• Tone Control

4995

sa

(Matching Base Extra)

No Down Payment
with TRADE

ALSO SEE OUR
USED TV
DEPARTMENT

ROPER

BARGAINS
IN USED SETS

TELEVISION -

306 Main

•

Fulton

Plibno 307

liM=1
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7 00 Today
9 60 Dough Rs Ml
O 30 Treasure Hunt
10 00 Price Is Right
10 10 ConcentratIon
II 00 T1c Tee Dough
II 30 Could Pie You
12 00 News
13 15 Pastor Speaks
12 10 Digest
1 ou
I 30 Hags* Elamite
3 00 Dr Malone
3 JO Them rioota
1 00 Queen Day
3 10 County Pair
4 00 (Mae Autry

5 DO
5 JO
5 31
5 40
5 46
600
6 30
7 00

3?

7 10 olds

theatre
9 00 Closed Doors
I 30 grille Ford
• 00 Net Yuur 1.1f•
9 30 Masrquerad•
10 00 TV Theatre
10 30 News
10 45 J,,k Pear
12 00 Sign Off

CO.

INKS

e 307

for years to come !
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Act now to IMPROVE YOUR HOME
We can do it all - - - Any Interior or Exterior Work
Labor and supervision — Free estimates
NO MONEY DOWN: Up to 5 years to pay
under FHA Title 1

FRIDAY, MARCH 20
401 Ten IgurvI•M
4 15 Dance Party
4:00 Matinee
00 Breakfast
5 25 Film
4:30 Cartoon Capers
00 News
5 10 News
4:60 Cru. Rabbit
16 Kmoi•rou
5 35 Weather
5:00 Rascals
00 Playhouse
5 40 Sports
5:10 Huckleberry
30 (Soares
15, oreboard
111:00
Late
Love
OQ
I.
1
5 45 NBC News
5:06 Weather
0 00 Itatiway Patrol 1 30 Top Dollar
O.15 Edwards
11 00 Love of Life
6 10 N Presage
11:30 tilt Parade
II 3i) Search
7 00 Eller, Queen
advent
7.00 High
11 45 OuldIng Light
5 00 14-Squad
12 00 News
11:00 Silvers
11 30 Thin Man
00 Truth or Con
Weather
30
12
II 30 to be annou
00 Cav of Sports
Week
30 110!)
13 20 World Turns
O 45 Bowling
15:00 Lineup
1 00 Dean Show
2 00 Dr Malone
10 00 Favorite Story
Person
15:30
1
10
House
Party
2 30 Theo* Roots
10 30 News
10:00 Mike Hammer
0. 2 IM Big Payoff
3 00 Queen
10 45 Jack Parr
Itio Xet Squad
10:30
V•rdlct
2
30
Yours
3 10 County Parr
12 00 Sign Off
7 00 Brighter Day
11:00 Theatr•
3 II Stores
1.11:00 Noes
SATURDAY. MARCH 21
3 AO 6.,.11! of Night
30 Shin On
4 90 16,1316116 46..
45 Cartoons
SATURDAY, MARCH 21
1116l11.1
•1.al
4 '1
00 Howdy leood•
5 00 Popey•
30 Ruff Is Redd,
5 00 sorro
II 00 Big Picture
5 10 Jet Jackson
1 Id Purr
II 10 Cart Kangaroo 5 30 Texas rodeo
5 00 Jungle Jim
1 30 C16,116 110/
9 30 bLinity Mouse
11 00 True Story
6 30 People Minn/
10 00 Heckle, Jeckle • 30 North.
1 00 Como
11 30 Detects
T*90 Wyatt Ear9
10 .0 Fury
12 00 Mr Wlsard
00 Black Saddle
1.30 Wanted
12 30 11.4.•140 VigIl
11 10 Ctniarron CHF
11 20 young
people 0:50 Gale Storm
9 30 I) A's Man
S JO ahoy of month
1 00 Pam
13 00 Bowling
10 00 Welk
1 10 Hollywood
10 00 W•lk
1 43 sport. 'wither II DO Wreath's*
11
00 Theatre
4 JO kiss of Judaa
basketball 1 00 Lan Off
3.00 pro
l2 30 News

6 00 Jou

Al.
Martin
7 9C Marl
I 00 Choy, Mow
9 00 Loretta Young
30
'"" al•
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00 Mary
•
*000 News
400 Omnibus
10 Is 011..100 1 Movie
IS 0.• Sign Off
MONDAY, MARCH

111
60

THURSDAY, MARCH

00 Breakfast
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04) News
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00 Playhouse
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12 20 Weather
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7 311 Lierrloser
12 JO World Ttuna
I 00 Jimuny Dear,
11 DO Zane tome
S 30 Playhouae 110
1 JO House Party
2 00 Bls Payoff
10 00 Theatre
3 JO Verdict
11 00 News
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SUNDAY, MARCH 22,
4 45 Min on
S 00 meet the press
eery- I 10 Chet
10 00 church
Montle,

le!

job that you'll be proud of

1,11
4 55 Ruin
7 00 Today
• 00 Doug Re MI
9 30 Treasure Hunt
10 00 Price Right
10 30 ConeentraUOD
II 00 11c Tar. IM
II 10 Could Be You
12 00 News
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13 30 film
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13 00 Paltb
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pro Illosketb•ll
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g 15 Sian On
-• 30 classroom
7 00 Today
11 00 Dough Re MI
O 30 Treasure Hunt
10 00 Privets Right
_10 10 Concentration
II 00 Tic Tar Do
11 30 Could be You
II DO News
12 15 Pastor Speaks
12 30 The Answer
cto queen for Day
1 50 Haggis Boosts
2 30 Dr Malone
3 10 Thee, Roots
3 '0 County Pale
4
Mos. Brook,
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Adams
4 30 Mr
OS Popeme
5 )0 News
5 35 Weather
040 Sports
0.45 NBC News
6
I•1
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• 30 Buckskin
7 00 Restlemi Oen
7 to we s Fargo
•00 Peter Ourin
I 3.. 35 lien
500 A: that
Odor
4 30 CM•

3

P11-9
10 30 News
10 45 Jack Parr
13 00 Sign Off

TUESDAY, MARCH 24
6 15 Sloe On
5.30 TV theatre
6 30 Classroege
00 P,,11•1111
7 00 Today
In meg,
0 44 Douala Re 54:
30 Weather
9 30 Trossur• Hunt
▪
40
Sports
11111:011 Price Is Right
04$ NBC News
1511:30 Coocentratioa
Union Pull.%
1110
gillg Tic Tat Do
11:30 Could be Tog • M Dragnet
00 Buccaneers
111111 News
11. I Pastor Speaks
1 30 Jim
Bowie
0270 R. F D I
1 ( 1 quo,
f
der IN Oeorge Burns
11:30 Bob cummings
1 JO nasals Haggis
9:00 Californians
2 01 Dr Mislon•
• 10 Pettl Page
3 .0 These Recite
*000 hil•ri
nun
1 09 truth or ron 10 10 News.
10 45 J•41" Parr
3 30 Ceent, Pair
l' 00 Ingo Off
4 09 Miss
Leaks

COLLEY'S CABINET SHOP
In our new location

Doran Colley, Owner

-
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.50 Breakfast
330 Edge of Night
00 News
4 00 &Patine,
15 Kangaroo
4 30 Cartoon Can.
00 Playhouse
4 SO Cru Rabbit
JO oodfrey
5 00 Woodpecker
1 00* I.4yee Lan
6.30 Jeff's Collie
1 30 Top Dollar
•00 Scoreboard
11 00 Love of Life ""11 06 Weather
11 10 Search
51:15 CBS News
II 45 Guiding Light •30 Boots it
12 00 Nees
'1 00 \Osiers
12 20 W. a'her
I0
:Le Truth
13 30 World Turns
00 Godfree
1 00 Jimmy Dean
30 Red Skelton
1 JO House Party
00 (lam 5100re
00 Big Payoff
1 00 U 8 Marshal
1 30 Verdict
1 10 Theatre
3 00 Brighter Day
1 DO Mews
3 10 Searet Storm

Consult a reputable firm or
workman and you'll get a
job that you'll be proud of

BUILDERS SUPPLY,INC.
Walnut Street

save Uncle Sam

Phone 96

"The House of Famous Brands"
'ncluding—
CELOTEX insulating products
MULE HIDE roofing
KURFEES paints

program begin at

Fulton Hardware & Farn. Co.
208 Lake Street

Telephone 1

Complete General Electric kitchen
modernization
Mohawk Rugs and wall-to-wall

Slag and concrete blocks
Complete builders' service;- free estimates

No money down; up to 3 years to pay

FHA TITLE 1 FINANCING

Gas and oil furnaces

Paints

Tiles and Linoleum

QUALIFIED TITLE-1 LOANS

ELECTRIC
COOKING

NO MONEY DOWN • • • • FHA TITLE-1 PLAN

TWIN CITY HOME IMPROVEMENT
Fulton, Ky.
W. F.

Russell Boaz

Consult a reputable firm or

job that you'll be proud of

BEST

workman and you'll get a

for years to come !

—with a
Frigidaire

and

job that you'll be proud of
for years to come !

"REDECORATING HEADQUARTERS"
GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
Walnut Street

** Choice selection of Wallpaper
SUPER KEM-TONE paint

Phone 185

*• MARTIN SENOUR outside plaint
and inside paints including flat
enamel, medium gloss and enamels.

to attach W-2s, failure to include
correct address, etc.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

MODERNIZE
Olive Street

Phone 35

Phone 502

Consult a reputable firm or

through

FHA TITLE - 1 LOANS
No Money Down — Up to Three Years To Repay

FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY

workman and you'll get a
job that you'll be proud of

Sheet Metal work of all kinds

for years to come !

Gutters and down spouts

210 Church Street

FULTON BUILDING & LOAN ASS'N
Fulton, Ky.

Air conditioning for home and office

Fulton, Kentucky

'.24!
111/AUPAPISS

PLATE

Main Street

Telephone 145

Taylor

workman and you'll get a

errors once the returns have been
filed. Some common errors are
failure to sign returns, illegible
writing, incorrect addition, failure

-

Johns-Manville Spintex blowing wool
Ruberoid asphalt shingles
Johns-Manville insulated siding
Anderson storm doors and windows
Benjamin Moore Paint
Seabrook Wallpaper

AT ITS

yourself a lot of money by double-

REMODEL

Make your Home Improvement $$ go further - - -

Consult a reputable firm or

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
-

for years to come!

Let your Home Improvement

carpeting

WAIT 48 HOURS
You can

kitchen remodeling
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00 Ilreakfest
4.00 Matinee
00 News
4 30 Cartoon Capers
15 Kangaroo
4 150 Cru Rabbit
00 Playhouse
O 111111Superm•n
30 God!ivy
CM Father
I 00 1 4..ove lAicr
0:811 Scoreboard
1 30 Too Dollar
Lei Weather
1 00 Love of 'Life
6:1111 CBS News
1 30 Search
30 So.,
pauses
`ri 43 Guiding Light
SPrin.
1 00 Neils
1 20 Weather
1.30- Father Knows
Sot,u turns
0.00
i.) Ii..0111411
00 Jimmy Dean
CM Ann Soutreern
30 House Party
9 00 Raiders
00 BM Payoff
9 30 Rescue
30 Verdict
1000 StaW Trooper
00 Brighter Dar
10.30 Lawman
15 Secret Mortg
1100 Theatre
JO Id.. of Might 11:30 News
TUESDAY, MARCH

New construction

We do all kinds of custom cabinet work

▪ 00 The Answer
3 JO the News
•30 The Life 00 CMIese bowl
00 Ponti
Maas
4 10 Amateur Hour
10 * faster /5
""
'
e 5 00 Small World
•
II 00 Lost t5urd
O 30 am cosiars
00
Lamle
4
11 34 Cl.rustuphers
6 30 L.. t, father
12 00 man to
man 1.50 Ed Sullivan
12 IS Indus
Pur040 LIM 0 It Theatre
13 le Israel. Adv
5:211 Illitchcock
0:110 R. Diamond
I 'I' Ps1.4°
"
11:31 What's my Line
1 30 Challenge
11:90 Sunda, News
3 30 World 14ege
31:11 Theatre
3 00 Pore NatiOS
12:110 Thought
•
MONDAY, MARCH

114 Plain Street

0

SUNDAY, MARCH 22

public instruction. Former Grand
checking your 1958 Federal inMaster of the Masons and Disfor
return
possible
come tax
trict Governor of Lions Intern.That's
the
advice
errors.
of Mr.
Urinal in Kentucky, Carter has
headed the Murray schools for Gray, Director of Internal Revthe past fourteen years. Through enue for Kentucky, who said it is
his leadership the system has a costly job to correct these
added two new elementary school
buildings, a new Arts building
and gymnasium to the physical
plant in addition to advancing the
salaries of teachers from rank 70
to 26 in the state.

Roofing and Siding our Specialty
College St.
South Fulton
'Phone 557
MEMBER: "Home Improvement Council"

Interior remodeling

rem

W. Z. Carter, superintendent of
schools in
Murray, Kentucky,
filed March 19 as
candidate for
the office of superintendent of

FULTON ROOFING & INSULATION CO.

SWING
INTO
SPRING

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25
• 15 Sign Oro
4 Al Mr
Ad•ms
O 30 Classroom,
5:00 Pews*
7 00 Today
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25
9 no nouot aa i
1111 News
9 10 Treasure Hunt 11:311 Weather
00 Breakfast
3 30 Idge of N1ght
10 00 Prke ig Right
00 News
I 40 8Porla
400 Matinee
10 30 Concentration
5 41 NBC News
15 kangaroo
4 30 Cartoon Caper.
11 00 Tic Tao Do
00 Playhoum
4 50 Cru. Rabbit
I 00 Texas Ranger*
11 30 Coald be You
10 Godfrey
5 00 Little Rascals
0.30 Wagon Train
13 00 News
1 00 I Love Lucy
5 30 Cisco Kid
1 30 Prhe is Right*
- 1 30 Top Dollar
12 5 Pastor 13Q4
6 00 Scoreboard
•11.2 •00 Milton Berle
12 30 Homemakers
1 00 Love of Life
6 05 Weather
s 30 Bat Masters=
1 00 Truth or Con
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• 15 CRS New.
00 Your Life
1 30 Haggis Bemis
I 46 Ould1ng Light 6 30 Sea Hunt
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2 00 Dr Malone
7 00 Keep Talking
News
1
05
10 00 How to marry
11 30 These Roots
1 20 Weather
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10 30 News
3 00 Queen
1
30
World
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▪ 00 Millionaire
10 45 J•,11 Parr
310 County Pair
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▪ 30 Oot • Secret
00
8
1
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4 09 Mite
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9 (10 Clrele
Thera
00 Big Payoff
10 00 Bold Venture
)0 Verdict
00 Brighter Day 10 30 Theatre
CARTER
12 00 News
15 Secret Storm

REPAIR

workman and you'll get a
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Possays
News
Weather
Spurt*
NBC News
1 Ms is Alice
People* Choke,
V.I.Irrybirda

FRIDAY, MARCH

Consult a reputable firm or

Cape Girardeau, Missouri

THURSDAY, MARCH
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Series Of Banker-Farm Workshops
Scheduled To Start On April 1
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SALE OF REAL ESTATE
FOR TAXES

Starts Friday -- Then Sat. and Sun.
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Crowds Please
Combs-Wyatt
Co-Chairman

The Fulton News, Thursday, March 26, 1959, Page 11
two co-chairmen i sport.
They point out trult "unlike the
crowds at the Waterfield rally,
the
Comba-Wyatt friends
are
turning out because they want to
help rid the state of all traces
Chandlerism arid tte rule of revenge and reprisal."
Plans for 1. se final eight weeks

of the campaign include several
Joint appearances to speak in detail on the various planks in the
platform. The meetings will be
major events and carried on a
state-wide broadcast network.
read the Classified Ada

"TUF-NUT- Matched Suit or Boys Jeans
EACH WEEK !... Come in and let us tell
you of our easy plan. You may be a
winner each week !
(Last week's winner

Kirk %Owen, 106 Cedar; Fulton, Ky.

I

MATCHED
SHIRTS & PANTS

EASTER CHICKS

Made ot TUE-DURABLE
carded
8.2 weight type IV
aN
with
TWILLARMY
TUF-NUT FEATURES to gam
you a BETTER FITTING
LONGER WEARING - MAUR
LOOKING UNIFORM.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

"PISTOLS" FOR GOOD HOUSEKEEPING. There's a
newly-developed cleaning "pistol" which comes in mighty
handy in keeping your telephone service dependable.
Developed by Bell Labs, it prevents harmful dust and film
from accumulating on dial equipment.. The trigger on the
handle shoots out a stream of cleaning fluid. On the end
of the pistol are special velvet scrubbing pads that get
dial switches clean as a whistle. We clean the equipment
in other ways, too. Even with vacuum cleaners! Good
housekeeping on our part means good, dependable service
for you!

MY WIFE TELLS ME spring cleaning is near at hand.
And she suggests that, when it conies to the final touch,
there's nothing smarter than colorful extension phones
where you need them. You can choose from many lovely
shades. Select them to blend with the color scheme of den,
bedroom, patio and kitchen! The cost? Only a few cents a
day, and I'll bet you'll find extension phones more than
pay for themselves in comfort and convenience. Better
make yours the "well-telephoned home." Just give us a
ring, and well put them in!

AND WHILE YOU'RE AT IT, why not let Long Distance help you "clean up" some of that correspondence
that's been stacking up all year. Instead of worrying with
those long overdue letters to relatives, friends, even business associates, just pick up your phone. Long Distance
gets the job done in a
hurry! Costs so little,
too, for the pleasure
and results it brings.
It's ..lways cheaper to
call Station -to -Station
--and you get a special
bargain after 6 P.M.
and all day on Sunday.
So "clean up" that
memo pad right away

-by Long Distance!

, $3.98
PAN TS :81.zE;
SHIRT 14-17h$2.QO
98
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K. HOMBA'S
312 Lake Street

Food Buys For
Month Of April
Food buys for the Month of
April will be the subject of the
Kentucky Homemakers program
Wednesday, April 1, 12.30 to 1:00
p. m, WPSD-TV, Channel 6. Mrs.
Anna C. Thompson, Area Home
Demonstration Extension Agent,
who is in charge of this
program,
will discuss the selection of fresh
pineapple and will demonstrate
the preparation and some uses for
it. Ideas for the use of other foods
in plentiful supply will also be a
part of this program.

Happy Birthday
(LAST

WEEK1

March 20: Paula DeMyer, Gene
Holloway, Fannie Williams,. Bill
Locke, Jr., Sue Locke; March 21:
Mrs, Ward Johnson, Lynn
Newton, Christina McKinney; March
22: R. C. Pickeripg, Mrs. Morgan
Davidson, Jean Fenwick. Mrs. Bill
Holland; March 23: Mrs. J. T.
Robey, Joe Weaver Hill, Treva W.
Splane, T. T. Boaz, John Winston
Adams, Mrs. James Butts,
Joe
Don Pigue, David Homra; March
24: Mrs. Jack Allen, Jennie
Owens, Lowell Ca they
.Carl
Lewis, Linda Phillips; March 25:
Danny Wade Thorpe, Mollie Alexander, Larry Bonds, Jane White,
David Carl Pirtle.
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Continued from Page One
ham.
Visiting evangelists will help
It of the three local churches.
arptists are a people of the Book.
Certain fundamental beliefs are
stressed. These are. (1) The Bible
is the Baptist Creed. (2) The direct approach to God. (3) A regenerated church membership.
(4) Baptism by immersion for believers only. (5) Forms are expressions only. (6) Local church
has self-control and government.
(7) Complete separation of
Church and State. (8) World mission of the Church.
This last idea, the Great Commission of our Lord, is the basis
for the revival crusade. Baptists
stress evangelism strongly. They
do not believe in persecution of
other religious groups and do not
proselyte other churches. They
are desirous that all men find
Christ through any means possible. This Simultaneous Crusade
is designed to build the cause of
Christ in our entire community.
Four services will kte. held during the week. All evangelists and
singers will participate:
8:45 a. m. radio broadcast over
•

Il

WFLTL.
10:00 a. m. combined morning
service at First
11:50-12.00 Noon-Day services
at Orpheum Theatre.
7:30 p. m. Sets ices at each
church.
The public is cordially invited
to attend these services.

2. To promote the interest of
business and professional women.
3. To bring about • spirit of
cooperation among business and
professional women of the United
States.
4. To extend opportunities to
businesi and prqfessional women
through education, along tines of
industrial, scientific and vocational activities.
The charter members are Mrs.
David Phelps, Mrs. Frank LeMaster, Miss Patricia J. Holder, Miss
Ouida Jewell, Mrs. Stanley Jones,
Mrs. J. D. Simpson, Mrs. Leland
Jewell, Mrs. Ruth Scott, Miss
Martha Smith, Mrs. Jimmy Jackson,.'Mrs. J. E. McNatt, Mrs.
Roper Fields, Mrs. Otis Sizzle,
Mrs. Frances Jones, Mrs. Jewell
McClain, Mrs. Paul Wright, Mrs.
Mildred Anderson, Mrs. Clarice
Thorpe, Mrs. Eula Gordon, Mrs.
Harvey Caldwell, Miss Anialine
Homra, Mrs. John Simrell, Mrs.
C. H, McDaniel, Mrs. Vivian Mc

another • • • shall be fined not
less than fifty nor more than five
hundred dollars, or imprisoned
for not more than a year, or
both."
KFtS433.760 specifies that "any
persons who • • • deposits litter
upon •a public highway • • •
without first having obtained
permission in writing of the
enginser having charge of maintenance • • • shall be fined not
less than one dollar nor more than
twenty-five dollars."
KRS443.760 specifices that "any
person who, without lawful
authority, willfully damages • • •
any railing or fence erected for
public use • • shall be fined not
less than ten dollars nor more
than fifty dollars".

QUALIFIED

4
Our organization is set-up as a 24-hour-a-day service
operation, qualified by training and experience to
give .the people of this community considerate, expert help in time of need. We are fully licensed
under the laws of both States.

FERRY-MORSE—
Continued from rage One

206 Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

Telephone 406
Dr. Buckley is a graduate of the National
College of Chiropractic; Chicago, Ill.

Refreshments for the evening
were furnished by the Park Ter!.ace management.
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THINGS STARTED HUMMING MONDAY AT
FERRY MORSE as this trio, plus others, began
filling and shipping orders of seed from local
plant. Above group includes (I. to r.): Mary

CHIROPRACTIC

Clanahan, Miss Mettle Rice, Mrs.
Leon Fields, Mrs. Kellie Lowe,
Mrs. Dale Cummings, Mrs. W. L
Durbin, Betty Jean Rhodes.
Mrs Paul Westpheting, Mrs. R.
A Owens, Mrs. Geraldine Braswell, Mrs. Montelle Tripp, Mrs.
Fred Holder, Mrs. L. C. Logan,
Mrs. Carbilene Bolin, Mrs. Hubert Jackson, Mrs. Harry Hicks,
Mrs. Allen Jones, Mrs. Auzie
Phelps, Mrs. Bertes Pigue, Mrs.
Max McKnight, Mrs. Louise Buckingham, Mrs. Myrtle Doyle, Miss
Mary Moss Hales. Miss Dorothy
Newton, Mrs. J. C. Olive, Mrs. E.
H. Knighton, Mrs. Walter Voelpel,
Miss Dorothy Boyd, Mrs. Bill
Grey, Mrs. Faye Lester, Mrs. Lila
Hastings, Mrs. Homer Wilson,
Mrs. Hulon Allen, Mrs. Pete
Green, Mrs. Win Whitnel. Mrs.
Leonard Allen and Mrs. Hobert
Batts.

modern, up-to-date plant," he
added. The plant is 600 feet long;
400 feet wide.
Mr. Pottinger said the plant
area will be "beautifully landscaped." He promised flower
gardens.
Above all this, said Mr. Pottinger, is the important community asset called "economic stabilization."
"Ours is not a "boom or bust'
industry." he said. "It is a historical fact that the seed industry is long-lived and basic to our
economy. In addition to the benefits to the local community, our
customers will gain. We are in
a better position to serve them.
The plant location is now Central
to our national market."
As production began, eight
truckloads of equipment were
moving south from the Detroit
plant. Eight vanloads already
have been delivered. Two rail carloads also are enroute.
It will take a total of 100 trucks

Frances Irby, Barbara Clapp and Stella Shim
Plant's first order had been filled from these
racks minutes before this picture was taken.

to move the equipment here and,
according to the president. the
move will be completed as
"quickly as possible."
The pkant is being built with
a bond issue by the City of Fulton in fhat is known as the Highlands. A new street carved out in
the raw ground will be named
Stephen Beale sl.—after the man
who was president when the
shift from Detroit to Fulton first
began. The plant area has 25
acres; the floor space totals 250,000 square feet.
The decision favoring Fulton
was made only
a year ag(:)—(m
March 19.
In all, the plant and equipment
will be valued at about $1,400,000,
said Mr. Pottinger. In the plant
Ferry-Morse will do about 45 per
mfirm's
of the old
total business. Some of the facilities will
remain in ruoroit.
Some of the key men here arc
Robert B. Morgan, plant superintendent; John Sullivan, production superintendent; George B
Smith, general manager; Glen
Veneklausen, office manager, and

Charles Pawlukiewicz, personnel
manager.
INJURES HAND
Mrs. Emogene Brown injured
her right hand Monday morning
when she got it caught in the
wringer of her washing machine.
Eight stitches were taken in her
hand.

LOCAL BUSINESS—
Continued from rave One
Louise Clark. Mrs. Charleen
Flood, Mrs. Marion Albritton.
Mrs. Mary Kate APperson and
Miss Rubye Wheatley.
The members of the club voted
to meet on the third Monday
night of each month at 7:30. The
next meeting will be held on
April, 20 at the Park Terrace
Restaurant.
An executive board meeting
was held Wednesday at 7:30 at
the Park Terrace.
The federation objectives are:
1. To elevate the standards for
women in business and in the
profession.
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TO
Select a funeral director should be considered as
the choice of a lawyer or a physician. Training,
experience, character and reputation are all of vital
importance, along with his facilities. We invite
investigation of our qualifications in all these
particulars.

SERVE
We are ready to serve you whenever, and in whatever capacity we may. We have three Notary
Publics on duty. Who will b happy to serve you in
any capacity in which a notary is needed.

YOU

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Co-Owners

Frank LeMaster

First

Sputh F.

BAPTIST CHURCH
R. L. Sullivan, Pastor

BAPTIST CHURCH
John D. Laida, Pastor

BAPTIST CHURCH
Hulon Allen, Pastor

BILL JACKSON

HAROLD STANFILL

Evangelist

Evangelist
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SPONSORED SIMULTANEOUSLY BY

L. W. CARLIN
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May be sure steadfact faith can do much to relieve
the sorrow of parting, in the sure belief that death
is only transition to a better and fuller life. It is
our task to make the last rites symbolic,of this faith,
a leavetaking made serene by the assurance of a
future reunion.

James Needham
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RAYMOND RICHERSON
Singer

MARCH 29 - APRIL 5
1,150 BAPTISTS IN SUNDAY 'SCHOOL
ON EASTER
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